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A MALE WINS THE £1 
BOOBY PRIZE, BUT... 
LITERARY 
Under | 
I Royal I 
I Patronage I 
i PRINCESS ALEXANDRA f 
I READS SEMPER - • - I 
—See P. 8. 
MiiiiiriiiiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiniuwiinHiiiiHMtiiimmimiHWHNH* 
LADIES LAND LOOT IN LAPS 
imiiiiuiiiiiiinmiiuiaiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiHiiitiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiu iiiiiliiiHiniutiiiiniiiH iii'iiiiiiinmniiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiii'i THREE WOITIGII StodGtltfi^^^EllZSllGth JohflfiOtt Jlicilth 
M A I a m a l A i n c i n k t I Ferry, and Helen Hardgrave—have taken out all the prize-
i i U l d I l l d IC i l l ) l l | l i i I money In Semper's £35 short story competition. 
The iudges decided to com-
bine first and second prize-
money, so that Miss Jolwson 
and Miss Ferry win £15 each, 
while- Miss Hardgrave will be 
paid £5. 
iiilfiiilli 
iiiiiiii: 
w h a t m a d e the f emmes ' s weep ing v ictory 
all the more ignomin ious for literary males w^as 
the fact that, a m o n g I9 entrants, there w e r e 
on ly F I V E w o m e n . 
Elizabeth, 19, Agricultural 
Science II, won wltli her 
storj', "The Domesticated 
Joey." 
She has written four novels 
<unpublished), but has had 
several articles printed in 
southern "country'" magazines. 
Her latest novel, "Stairway to 
Fame", is now en route to a 
London publisher. She lives 
at St. Lucla. 
FIRST STORIES 
Judith, 19, of Ashgrove, is 
a second year's Arts evening 
student, working In the Uni-
versity Main Library. 
She won with "Meditnlion". 
the first story ^he has ever 
written. 
"Doolgunbun" was also .t 
whining first-time story of 
Helen, 23, Kuraby school-
teacher, of South Brisbane, 
Helen is a Physical Educa-
tion n student. 
• WINNERS of Ihe combined Krif and second prizes (worth a toUl of £301 tn 
Semper's short story eompetlHon, Elizabelh Johnson (left) and Judith Feriy, wave part of 
their winnings. They will invest their prizemoney, retire, and live on the proceeds. Tct 
another example of Semper's' philanthropic community spirit in Centenary Year. 
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A.U.P. NEWS 
UNITED PRESS (U.P.), the inter-
national newsagency, is to give A.U.P. a 
special news service 
Australian Universities' 
Press will begin receiving 
the service early next 
year. 
Sacccssful ncgotlatinns with 
U.P. follow news service ar-
rangements last month be-
tween A.U.P. and the United 
Kingdom Infornvatlon Service. 
Negotiations are now pro-
ceeding for a United States 
Information Service contract. 
This ts expected to be finished 
shorlly by A.U.P. 
Semper Floreat is a contri-
buting member of the A.U.P. 
Kevvs Servlee. 
Mr. R. Corbet*; "On Dit" 
(Adelaide)- edilor, In August 
proposed o plan for re-form-
ing A.U.P. into a trusl com-
pany. 
With "Student Mirror,' 
COSEC, and a wide variety of 
overseas specia! and clipping 
services, Semper from no»v on 
will be able lo provide a com-
prehensive world-wide cover-
age of student news.—[Over-
seas and interstate student 
news: Page 14]. 
However, one solitary male 
woa a "booby prize"—student 
Kerry Wanica collects £1 for 
entering his story on June 10, 
one day after we ofTercd the 
cash for the ne.xt story re-
ceived. 
What Jtidget Said—P. 4. 
\ Quotes \ 
\ t\ tbe! 
jcentury! 
" COLLECTED w i t h 
fiendish loving c a r e 
by Semper's chief Union 
Council nark, t h e s e 
quotes, some of the more 
illuminating from the 
last two Council meet-
ings, are preserved here-
under. 
"Without the physios, there 
could be no carrying on at 
the hospitals." 
.JOHN ATHERTON VOUNG. 
"Mr. Hogarth-Scott haa 
asked me to report that the 
common-room furniture has 
stopped disappearing." 
—YEERONGPILLY REP. 
"It is moved that Mr. Clark 
nnd Mr. Carlisle do somethluii 
or other on the Executive Re-
commendations." 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
"All business must be trans-
acted standing on your feet." 
—CLARK FROM FLOOR. 
MMIBAG 
SCRAPS 
DEAR SIRS,-Overwhelmed, 
m m u prxowmncr, neicn narogravu, wno w... " " " • a s t o n i s h e d , ecstatic, al offer 
for her jtory "Doolgur^bun. H_elen h » been jchool- ; . . . . . . . . . . . _,,_ 
J • THIRD prlxowtnticT, Helen Hardgrave, who will collect«! 
Us 
• ^ * 
t' tn join staff, but afraid can-
INSIDE: >'^W« Predlcf^ • V/Sup^—frf * 5p<iirt»* Bl«c$. 
» teaching for tour years.: i ' „ „* 
; Judge, were Acting Profes-1 '\'^J''f' „ pASTERNAK 
; sor A. K. Thompson, and J ^ ' ' » " . etc., B. PASTERNAK. 
* Brisbane poet and author. , , ^ ' " T h K ^ ' ' ^ " " ' ^ 
* n.„ij D,.„i.-.u : !• loreat has been a rare and David Rowbotham. t Judge Rhoda Fclgalc with de icate, at times n •Imost i drerbocauw irVwmrning ', 1 |««"ably poignant stlmalns 
i nkii»,.i»«. i I to my creative sensibi lies. 
Yours, etc., T. S. ELIOT. 
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No more purges 
T^// /5 is where we all haul off with the fond goodbyes 
•*• saying how glad wc were lo write for you all-and 
how sad to he stopping it. 
At least ihat's thc sort of mellifluous bunk that's 
traditional on this sense-forsaf(en rag. 
Bul nol us, not us, we're as indifferent ahout you 
as you are about us. 
Wc couldn't give an editorial whether you calve or 
kick a tin. Wc wrote this thing because we liked to some 
of the time and had to the resl of thc time. 
It has come to us ihrough various channels that you 
thouglit us. though brillianl, irregtdar. Thai is because so 
few of you wrote for, or assisled us. You'll probably 
gain salvation some other Way, flying model 'planes or 
being a Marching Ctrl. Bul don't expect us to give you 
a reference. 
Anyway, as we said, ihat's that. Sctirry back '<> 
your all too ineffectual crom and forget us. We'll do the 
same for you. May you gel what's coming to you in 
November according lo your individual waste. See you 
in the salt mines. 
THANKS-PAGE 16. 
HONOURS YEAR 
CADETSHIPS 
)or students vndertakinq a final Honours Year, 
prejerabl!/ in 
9 Economics 
9 MathemaHcs or 
Cadctihtps offer: 
# Commerce 
9 Statistics 
"k Full-time sludy at any Australian University on Full 
graduate salary of £960 per annum (adult males) 
. during honours year. 
* Immediate promotion on completion of course to 
Research Officer. Grade 1 (£1 )85-£1455) in the 
Bureau of Census and Statistics. Canberra. 
* Prospects of rapid promotion to Research Officer, 
Grade 11 (E1455-E1635) Senior Research Officer 
(£1545-£1825) and higher executive positions. 
* Careers in Economic. Social and Statistical Research, 
and the Planning and Control of large-scale statis-
tical operations. 
* Opportunities in developing specialist fields, includlnfl 
Social Accounting, Sample Surveys and Electronic 
Data Processing. 
"k Openings for post-graduate specialization and study 
towards higher degrees. 
Further information from: 
THE COMMONWEALTH STATISTICIAN, 
WEST BLOCK, 
CANBERRA, A.C.T. 
THE QVEEl\SLA^'B LAtiOVR eOA'TJlOVEMiSr 
A definition of party 
tenet 
'^iiiiiiii,mmi&.m6^ 
iiiiiiiiiiltfiBi^B 
r\EAR SIRS,—^With reference to Semper of Augusf 
^ 11, Prospero asks what is fhe Queensland 
Labour Party policy? 
As secretary <J> <?-
of the Univer- j O N E 
sity of Queens- <^ 
Another reply to 
Prospero on Page 11 
land - Queensland Labour 
Club, I would like to reply. 
Broadly it )s the policy of 
the A.L.P.. as it was before 
1957 in Queensland, with all 
references to socialism and 
socialisation deleted. 
Thisfihould Ije clearly un-
derst^dable as the Queens-
land Labour Party today in-
cludes all but one of the pre-
1957 j\.L.P. Cabinet who for-
mulated large portions of this 
policy. 
Fnll platform a 
"curious mixture'* 
The pre-1957 A i P . full 
platform was a curious mix-
ture of conflicting resolutions, 
same tending towards State 
socialism, and others tending 
towards independent owner-
ship where possible, co-
partnership of workers and 
i employees in large under-
j takings, with State ownership 
being restricted lor public 
utilities. 
We understand the fair 
words of the Liberal Party 
theory on free enterprise but 
point out that in practice 
owners and business execu-
tives in fact exempt their own 
business from the effects of 
free enterprise. 
Mfojop threat from 
external sources: 
In sliort, free enterprise is 
regarded as good in theory 
and practice for the other 
fellow. 
Tlie Liberal Party hns never 
shown any inclination to con-
stitute a Monopoly Commis-
D 
slon or pass anti-Trust laws 
to deal with these situations. 
United States authorities 
are realistic enough to ac-
knowledge that free enterprise 
left to Itself is centralising In 
Its effects, and their legisla-
tion does provide for breaking 
up of monopoly where it is 
established that monopoly has 
so far advanced that com-
petition In the particular in-
dustry no longer exists. 
All the above refers of 
course to domestic policy. -
Queensland Labour Party 
policy Is based on the clear 
perception that the major 
threat to our living standards 
in the second half of the 
twentieth century is the 
threat of successful external ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ 
aggression against us. <^, ^ 
"FOREIGN POLICY 
IS SIGNIFICANT" 
rpHEREFORE, it puts in first place the necessity for 
-^  sound foreign policies and international alliances, plus 
effective policies to eliminate from key positions In Trade 
Unions those who could disrupt Australia internally (o aid 
potential external aggressors. 
• SEMPER has had several letters on bus 
pass refusals recendy. Here are two oj them: 
Student passes still 
derfi EAR Sirs,—Please, oh please, make 
this the last letter to 
"Semper" about the 
stupid bus pass system 
at present in opera-
tion. 
Sirs, you cannot use a 
pass (1) on a tram, or (2) 
during certain hours of the 
day. 
These hours in which 
you must use the 3d. pass 
are those in which school 
children are travelling to 
or from school. 
They are completely 
un re 
Neither the Liberal Party 
nor the Australian Labour 
Party can claim to have effec-
tive policies in the field. 
Likewise the Liberal Party's 
reopening of the Russian 
Embassy without implement-
ing the Royal Commission's 
recommendations to iniprove 
our laws against espionage, 
plus the uncertainty of their 
attitude on the recognition of 
#^^#.#•##^#^^^.».r#^r#^*sr.*^»^*'*^r^^^#^^#s»##s»^'^^»s»^*s*^»^*^**#^*^^**^.y'*^•y^*^ 
JPsewBdontEwns 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyi ^ ^ miuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini 
denounced 
II 
r\EAR Sir,—Since this is to 
be the last Issue of your 
little newspaper, I think the 
(ime auspicious, if not omin-
ous, for saying a few words In 
appreciation of the fine ser-
vice you and your colleagues 
have done to this University 
tn their faultless compilation 
of this roagasine, "Semper 
Floreat". 
There have been flnetua-
tlons In (Sie standard of the 
paper, and from time to time 
articles have appeared which 
have not been all I could 
desire. 
Awareness 
However, one must exercise 
charity in these matters and 
keep oneself alive to the fact 
that tbe tastes of the masses 
do not always coincide with 
one's own — indeed, if this 
were not so I feel that the 
world would be so mnch (he 
worse off for It. 
I pride myself (bat I have 
always been aware of inter-
ests other than mine, and I 
take (hb Into consideration in 
attempttnc to Jndi^ e yonr 
year's work. 
Looking back over, review-
ing, as it were, the several 
Issues which make up this 
year's nnmber, I find that, on 
the whole, a fine standard has 
|i]||{||liiiiti^h^d:: 
ilieti^airy'Sigu^e 
efforts at editorship are, in 
truth, praiseworthy ones, and 
It Is with considerable per-
turbation that I re-read Uie 
contributions of one "Ter-
tuilian Cmlckshank". 
Ills attacks on your corres-
pondents: "Prospero", "Craiy 
Jane", and "Peter - Cole -
Adams", are hardly deserved 
and the writer warrants ex-
posure (for I suspect that he 
writes under tbe cloak of a 
pseudonym) and flagellation 
In your powerful press. But 
I leave tbat to you. 
Reivarded . . . 
Let me then merely praise 
where others have criticised, 
and if my exhortations can do 
anything towards obtaining a 
proper evaluation of your 
paper, as acme of Journalistic 
achievement, then I have re-
ward in abundance. 
—lahn WettUke Barret il(Im»n 
(Thii, and future intending con-
Iribulort are cautioned (hat Iclttrt 
will nol tteneefofth be published 
unletf their real name aecompaniei 
ihtm ai 'c ttitimony of good faith. 
the Communist regime in 
China create doubts on their 
effectiveness in the field of 
Foreign Policy. 
Tlie AI,.P.'s involvement in 
Communist-Alr.P. Unity tic-
kets and their dependence on 
finance from Communist 
dominated unions makes 
them a poor bet in the event 
of external aggression by a 
Communist country. 
The Queensland Labour 
Party thus presents itself to 
the people as a true Labour 
Party with its emphasis on 
co-operation in the field of 
domestic policy together with 
an adult attitude to the 
necessity for us to have an 
effective foreign policy. 
—ALAN McKAY 
i • MORE letters on 
'<,Page 11, including a 
'I party **evaluation.*' 
hopeless for a University 
student's requirements. 
lliic 9d. passes give less 
trouble — but Sir, why 
can't you use them on a 
tram (e.g., home to city, 
city to Medical School, 
etc.). 
iiow about abolishing 
the 3d. and 9d. passes, 
adopting one uniform rale 
for University students, us-
ing Union cards (which are 
distinctly different from 
any other concession card) 
as a pass and making these 
available (i) on any form 
of public transport; (ii) at 
any thne on lecture days. 
—"EXASPERATED". 
T\EAR Sirs, — Formerly 
•*-' we read stories of 
pass-refusals with passing 
interest and regarded them 
as experiences of the oUher 
fellow. 
At $20 on the cold morn-
ing of September 21, how-
ever, we boarded a Lut-
wyche tram, our destlna.-
tlon being the Medical 
School. 
Tram Conductor 1526 
would not recognise our 3d. 
passes, his reasons being:— 
We were on a tram not 
a bus (where, he conceded 
It was valid). 
We were going from the 
"City to the University" 
and not from "Universily 
to City", as the noble 
words on the front of the 
pass required. 
•Since we were not going 
to St. Lucla, we therefore 
were not going to the Uni-
versity, and therefore the 
passes were invalid. 
What is needed is a spec-
ial pass for students stat-
ing CLEARLY why, when, 
and where It may be u.<ied. 
— THREE M E D I C A L 
STUDENTS. 
been maintained, and yourthMEJ*.). 
ENSEIGNER A LIRE» TELLE SERAIT 
LA SEULE ET LA VERITABLE FIN 
D'UN ENSEIGNEMENT BIEN EN-
TENDU; QUE LE LECTEUR SACHE, 
LIRE ET TOUT EST SAUVE.—Pegrty. 
At Barker's you will flnd critical 
worlts and commentaries on all the 
authors to be studied in the French 
course, also plays, poetry, biography 
and cheap editions of modern 
French novels. 
If we liave not the boolc you need, 
we shall order it from France at your 
request 
BARKER'S BOOK STORE 
196, EDWARD STREET 
- 1 
I 
' • ' • » • • • ' • « • • • • • • . . . • • . « i l " * • -T*. 
SEMPER FLOREAT, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2J, im. T»K» ? 
TRADITIONAL WEEPING POT EXCHANGED IIS MOVING CEREMONY 
Three suicides expected 
witliin a year 
AT 3 (ouching ceremony in a St. Lucia dungeon last week, 
fhij year's editors gleefully handed over Sempe/'s traditional 
Weeping Pot fo next year's unsuspecting editorial lambs 
We offer them our con-,-
PRINCESS REPLIES 
TO OUR WELCOME 
GOVERNMENT HOUSE, SYDNEY 
My Dear Sir Albert, 
Princess Alexandra has asked me to write and thank you 
for the delightful visit to the University of Queensland which 
you so kindly arranged for Her Royal Highness. 
The Princess wishes, once again, to express to you her 
pride and very great pleasure at being admitted to the Uni-
versity as an Honorary Doctor of Laws, and to thank you for 
conferring upon her this high honour. 
Would you also convey Her Royal Highness's thanks to 
the students for their kind and warm welcome to her which, 
as you realised at the time, she thoroughly enjoyed. 
As a reminder of her visit, the Princess thinks you might 
wish to have the enclosed photograph, which she hopes you 
will display at some suitable place in the University. 
Yours sincerely, 
PHILIP HAY, 
Private Secretary. 
Government House, Melbourne. 19th September, 1959. 
Princess Alexandra has asked me to write and thank 
you, and through you the Members of the University of 
Queensland Students' Union, for the charming opal brooch 
which was presented to her on the occasion of her recent 
visit to the University. 
Her Royal Highness warmly appreciated this kindness, 
and has asked me to let you know how delighted she was 
to accept this gilt which will always be for her such a happy 
—— ^reminder of her visit to the 
Allofl-nougMon "*"* 
BILL Geddes, the Union 
barber whose hairatorlum 
Is found on the Refectory 
verandah, announces that 
his prices will NOT be in-
creased. 
^iiiiihiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJitiiMiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiKiHiiiMiiiitiiinii. s race. 
The Princess will be most 
grateful If you would convey 
her shicere appreciation and 
her very good wishes to all 
who joined in this kindness. 
MOYRA HAMILTON. 
Lady in Waiting, 
Cas^ol the inissingi 
Centenary year - > • 
CHAPTER ONE 
TT was a tough assignment for the newly 
formed Secret Service Marching Girl 
Squad. 
They faced a distraught Premier who wailed, 
_j>"Where Is all the Cen-
tenary fun, the tourists, 
the bananas — in fact, 
w h e r e is Centenary 
Year . . .?" 
Their Job: flnd Centenary 
Year. 
And within two months. 
Their spokesman spoke up; 
"If there's any dirty work to 
be found we'll.find, it."' 
The leader beamed: "I knfew 
we dbuld' rely on you." 1 
• o-TO BE CONTINUED.' 
f 
COMING! 
A. world scoop 
Semper has secured 
world serialisation 
rights to an exciting 
new biography . . . 
"PRINCESS 
MELISANDBA 
WRITES ABOUT 
ELIZ i^^ ^ETH JONES" 
Intimate details. 
Don't miai ill' 
dolences, and hasten to assure 
them of the truth of the old 
legend that the Pot is hideed 
bottomless, 
U S -
O'NEILL, Daniel: Sinn Fein 
organiser. Writes theses. Re-
writes theses. Writes other 
theses. Unimpressed. Likes 
beetroot. H a t e s Semper. 
Raves. 
MacAULAY, D e s m o n d : 
Cloaks real identity as Courier 
Planet reporter. Ample girth, 
jolly. Inflamed by heady 
passions, dangerous. Hates 
Semper. Raves. 
THEM— 
LYNDON, Joan: Feminist. 
Owns complete works of Plato, 
which she uses as llyswat. 
Holds international light-
weight female record for 
e xt r a - curricular activities. 
Cliews roots, smokes pipe, 
blasphemes. XU 1901. Of Mr. 
Sparkes: "He'd better not." 
SPARKES, WillLim: Psycho 
analyses Army privates. Up-
holds Parliamentary institu-
tions, particularly recess 
Dangerous if soused. Of Miss 
Lyndon: "She'd better," 
f GL0.4TING 1959 SEMPER Editors (from I ( J ^ S S ^ ^ZT m S s u S 
i left) Des MacAuIay and Dan O'Neill, broke a I sideways>. thin, spectacular, 
! , ' • ' , , , / J 1 1 .1 . I- = ascetic. Holds beer well, even 
I hurdles record to nana over tenderly tne tradi-1 drinks it sometimes. Applying 
I tional editorial fFeeping Pot to the three | ^o^ membership of the human 
i tnorosc-looking indi-1 
\vidiiah, 1960 Co-1 
\ Editor Joan Lyndon,l 
I Technical Editor\ 
I Bruce F/7so/i, and | 
I Co • Editor B m l 
I Sparkes. | 
^iiiiiuiHiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiin i iii'iniu nm? 
What would we 
have done 
without them? 
with a sense al-
m 0 s t of malicious 
frenzy that we dedicate 
this year's output to the 
following. 
Without their constructive 
criticism, their never-failing 
offers to write and theh-
friendly and incessant banter 
Ihey would be almost human: 
The nickory Found»»lon, Alder-
man Rhorl»in«nthus Oeati. B>"»d 
Oliver Grah»m. President .NIkU» 
Cl»rk. Wy«U Ihe winsome Vtp, 
Queensland'* own Kenny Morris, 
lhe Student Corpse oJ the Unl-
»er»ltr of (JureniUnd. 
Fidel Defensor Trummn, Benito 
Clurkolini. the rrofessorial Ilores. 
Ilonio Drum, of the Prlniltlt 
Variety Suite, Sir Nicholas neavcr-
brook, the SI. I.ucia Bolsheviks. Ern, 
Stevle. MarJ. Flo, Barb. Phil and 
thL' rest ot Ihe rant, R. G. Menile.i. 
Owlrht D. Clarkenlower. 
The Surd family. Tex Ferrer 
Morton. Tonal Analogues, the 
nickpinipcred lolipops of Herston, 
the staiT of the Five Way* Drive-In 
Cemetery, Rolhinans' truck slie 
In Ihe handy tarate container, 
Lll, Honest Adolf Clark ot Ohio, 
Q.T.q.U.L.V.A.. t h e Oalloplnr 
Ucrballit of New York, Therapeutic 
Potation, Min. The Rev. Union 
Council. Peshy little Norma Sykes, 
His Kmlnencc Cardinal Clark-
arlnlan. Sir Mellla Nappy, Wr. 3. 
V, .Senate, the Interstellar vice-
president or .V.V.A.U.S.. Garfish 
Uarvrlck. and Attila the Clark. 
Florence 
start'€*d 
fi^r a week 
W H . ' i T do the words 
W "Semper Floreat" 
mean? 
IVIany of our readers havc 
written in, wondering. 
Actually it is the Latin 
summary of an unfortunate 
incident from the early 
years when thc Uiil. paper 
was merely "Semper." 
In those days one Flor-
ence .'VleAahr was the editor, 
a girl of inordinate appetite. 
One day after going food-
less and sleepless for a week 
to meet a deadline, the 
papers were no sooner off 
the press than she fell upon 
them ravenously. 
That was the Semper 
Fiorry Ate, 
She died, and the now 
traditional masthead is her 
permanent epitaph. Let us 
be silent a moment. 
JTis 
Jolly good 
company . . 
SEEN in the Lcomin-
s t e r (Massachusetts) 
Daily Enterprise . . . 
The proceeds will be used 
lo purchase Hl-Lo beds for 
the hospital. These beds are 
constructed so they can be 
manually raised and lowered 
tu accommodate both^patlenLs 
and nurseS)' -^  • • 
UJour aSank 
at the 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 
For the convenience of students, the Bank of New South Wales 
Agency at thc University provides all up-to-dalc general and savings 
banking services. 
CHEQUE ACCOUNTS 
Among the many advantages ofa clieque 
account are thc time and trouble saved 
in making payments, the safety of paying 
by cheque rather than by cash, and the 
complete and permanent record of pay-
ments provided by your cheque butu 
and bank statements. 
In addition, the following services 
•re available to all genera! and savings 
bank customers:— 
Travel service. The "Wales" will 
plan and arrange your travel anywhere 
in the world. 
Travellers' cheques and letters of 
credit provide the safest and most con-
venient means of travel finance. 
Gift Cheques enable you to give the 
most acceptable gift — money — in an 
attractive form. Diirercnl cheques are 
•vailttble for weddings, birthdays, 
Christmas and general purposes. 
Sending money. You can send money 
quickly and easily by mail, air mail, 
telegram, or cable anywhere in the 
world (subject lo exchange control 
regulations). 
Consult and use 
SAVfNGS ACCOUNTS 
Start saving now. Regular depositj, 
with inlcrcst added, soon amount to 
sizeable sums. Saving is a good habil 
and you will never regret it. 
Interest on savings accounts is paid 
yearly at curreni rate. At present, 
this is:— 
3% p.8. from £1 (o £2000 
Deposits to your Savings Account 
may be made at any branch or agency. 
Withdrawals can be made at lho 
branch or agency where the account is 
kept at any time, and may bc made at 
any other branch or agency, if previously 
arranged. 
You may authori7.e payment of divi-
dends, bond interest etc., direct to your 
account. 
LOCATION AND HOURS 
Thc Agency is located in the Admini-
stration Centre of the University a| 
St. Lucia. 
HOURS; Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays 1 p.m. to 3 p.iOt 
BANK OF 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
Q U E E N S L A N D ' S FIRST BANK 
General and savings banking 
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[The three prize I ^^ 7 „^ ,^ ,^. , ^ .. ^ > 11, 
J * J I^ELOiV, IS Judith Ferry s story which 
** MM^WtMtBEWM,€M ^tnW*E^^ ' "^ '^^  '^ ^^ ' "^^ ^ H^ e/en Hardgrave s third-prize 
t €r J winner, continued on pages 5 and 8. 
MEDITATION 
SEMPER'S £35 SHORT STORY COMPETITIQIV-^ 
L I F E IS F A D I N G N O W , f ad ing w i t h a n inev i t ab le a n d t o l e r a t ed p a c e . H a i r 
h a n g s l imp, t h e eyel ids droop a n d 
ene rgy is s a p p e d by s imple b r e a t h i n g . H a n d s 
sl ip often f rom smal l t a sks to Idling ex i s tence , 
a n d tlie p a c e of rumina t ion ove r t akes the u r g e n t 
t h r o b of l ife. 
By door and window, 1 watch the dusty street, the 
impish corners where grubby feet toy with the .softness of 
n kitten and plump fingers burst the ripeness of a grape. 
Under the drip of a broken pipe, the ground is fiougcd and 
n wild weed twines its coarse stalks about the Jagged 
edges. 
On the dusty path. Uie paw 
marks of a dog fascinate the 
young who tread the imprints 
with increasing fervour until 
their feet tumble in confusion 
and send loose gravel scatter-
ing with a clatter. The 
meagre flowers that battle by 
the gate post hold life and 
warmth as the unruly strands 
of loosened hair that catch on 
branches where young limbs 
swing. 
These scenes of life hold 
my r,aze as my dress is held 
by the loose fibres of cane in 
the chair. Then this rapture 
Is torn away by the young, 
ciamberintj with mischievous 
hands for tales of invention 
or truth, and their faces 
portray tlie moving scenes of 
a story until they express the 
words more clearly than my 
voice and even lead my 
thoughts ahead through hid-
den channels that I may steal 
the o u t c o m e from my 
listeners. 
One tale I tell Is not for the hearts of the young. Their 
hearts are free and unbounded and if they should be en-
twined wilh gossomer thread, this tale could tighten those 
tlireads until they formed the impenetrable shell of doubt. 
Though images are dimmed by time, yet all feelings are 
eternal, and groping shall easily uncover them, .so that 
each one may be retrieved intact from ill-remembered 
.scenes of past experience. Some Images I liave preserved 
from time for a while on brittle pages and in these ways 
the whole tale may be restored to life by the practical 
power.s of memory. 
CELL is built of stone and mortar and the spirit 
of man. Within this cell, locked and isolated, a 
single spirit stands. A man who knows himself 
for what he is worth and cannot discard or postpone the 
knowledce. About him are the walls, the ceiling, the floor 
and a shadow of sunUght cast across the gloom. This man 
stands in the path of the shadow and darkness shines 
around him. 
Wliat other pastime can he seek? when keys are 
dropped in the passageway, and earsplitting silence is fur-
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ther abused, his ears rebel against the concert of metal on 
stone. His heart loathes the despotic tread of the gaoler 
whose stride flaunts freedom, and his eyes have grown dis-
contented with his vision. 
The purpose of life is reduced to time that existed be-
fore man crawled from the waters, flew in the forests and 
lumbered on the plains, for one of the least Imperfect 
creatures has been discarded from the game, forbidden to 
proceed with his fellows because tliey have judged him 
unworthy. 
A man so doomed has weird thoughts and dreams, is 
more conscious of the world about him, more willing to 
recognise the passing scenes and hold them in his mind. 
His sleep is not always soothing. Sometimes there is no 
sleep. ITirough night and day he may stand the time away 
and let a numbness overcome his brain ip reeling thickness 
until a darkness appears at his eyes and his mouth gasps 
with the fatigue of its heaviness. Then the coolness of 
water lends short reprieve and the coldness of stone is a 
sharpness In his senses. 
When he leaves the cell, he 
walks slowly for his legs are 
weak, and the steps he has 
to climb are a last trial to his 
poorly co-ordinated senses. 
The steps are brown and 
strong, rough in texture, but 
each bears two smooth 
grooves, grooves worn through 
usage by a man and his 
goaler. This man's feet pass 
the first step, but he is 
oblivious to the onlookers and 
tlie small group waiting at 
the top. This moment be-
longs to him alone except 
for the shadowy figure of his 
goaler, but that is more than 
familiar. 
He envisions his wife's face, 
a calm face, and she stretches 
supple hands and wrists to-
wards him. He turns his 
thoughts to his children. 
They are young. They will 
grow strong to fulfil his 
ideas. Yet this hope cannot 
quench his restlessness. 
He turns to his gaoler thinking, "I could kill. Put my 
hands about your neck and strangle with all my strength, 
strangle until the very life left your body, strangle until we 
fall limp together." 
His feet trip. His hands roped iiehind him feel heavy 
and shameful. He sees the disinterested party on the plat-
form and knows that this is their duty. Thinking how 
strange it Is, he casts his gaze towards the sky. Such a 
pale blue sky and the green leaves of a tree contrast so 
soothingly in their dark intensity, enticingly almost, so 
that a man wishes he could touch them and crush them in 
his fingers. 
His thoughts are obliterated as he passes the last step. 
His eyes see the guillotine and calculate its coldness. He 
senses the crowd, the blur of colour, the surge of life be-
neath the colour, life and warmth. His knees bend quickly, 
his head bows slowly and he entwines his Angers hard about 
their rope. 
THIS book I now open belonged to liira. These special pages are light in colour, a little marked about tlie edges and slightly torn where hurriedly turned, but 
the imprints in the margin correspond each to the others 
and they are not his imprints. Nor are these pages often 
opened. Perhaps it is wrong to dwell here, but occasionally 
It provides perspective and connection with tliat other 
atmosphere. 
Last night I wept, wept for the loss and the shock of 
jThe judges said... I 
MR. THOIttfiSON MR. ROWBOTHAM 
On behalf of the judging panel, from 
which Rhoda Felgate had to withdraw because 
of examining commitments, Mr. Thompson 
made these points:— 
The judges were disap-
pointed at tCie small num-
ber of entries (19), espec-
ially taking into account 
the size of the prize-
money. 
They felt more entries 
could have been expected 
considering the general 
literary intelligence in tbe 
University. 
However, the judges felt 
that, on the other hand, 
the editors of Semper 
Floreat could have given 
more notice of the com-
petition. 
(ICie competition opened 
on March 26 and closed in 
August.) 
The judges considered 
Judith Ferry's s t o r y , 
"Meditation", very good of 
its kind, which was a par-
ticularly hard type to 
write. For this reason, 
they decided she should 
share first and second 
prize money with Elizabeth 
Johnson. 
that loss. Wept, and wept again when my weeping sub-
sided. Later I slept, and the sleep was a numbness and 
break In my grief. I awoke, stronger and more able to 
grieve in the morning. 
When my children called, I answered. There was 
nothing left to do but answer my children. I set my limbs 
to work to clothe and feed them, but my actions fell short. 
I failed so many times today to do the things as I had so 
often done them before, and when they mentioned his 
name I acted as if I did not care, looked carefully at my 
work and did not answer, looked hard at my work and 
watched it dissolve in my gaze till I could turn my face 
and walk away. What is death? Why does it happen? 
Why? Why? 
Tonight the children sleep. I sit before the table and 
the steam rises slowly from a bowl of hot liquid. I twine 
the cloth between my fingers and watch It. There seems 
to bc a calmness in Uie house. 
T HROUGH the door the night is dark. Death Is so new and strange. Reason tells me that something I iove no longer exists but yet the love for it has 
not been extinguished. I know that it cannot now materialise, 
that if I walked through that door and into the world, and 
sought in every place, I would nowhere find what I was 
looking for. 
I must try to turn that love to gratitude for what is past, 
but it will take more time than has yet passed, it will take 
more time, more sleep and much more strength than I am 
left with tonight. 
Do not think my tale is tragic, but rather think It 
triumphant. I have seen his spirit in our children and in 
their children also. You feel the fulness of it in this house 
and know that I sit by door and window to share it still. 
See this one laugh y/lth water dripping from her face 
while the culprit gleefully hides his weapon and joins 
more manly company. Watch the rascals revel in the 
rust that clings to gates and mark their foreheads with its 
bronze corruptness, the dreamer standing on the outskirts 
and the lover of industry carving wood with Intentness far 
keener than his tool. 
Do you see the bland young eyes searching for a reason 
and the strong young limbs battling for Ideals? 
Do you see my gratitude? 
n n f / £ bare precipitous summit of Doolgunbun was sil-
•*• houetted against a glowing pattern of red and gold. 
"Wombat" Morrissy, quite unaware of beauty in the sunset, 
loolfcd towards the peak evety aflernoon as he rode through 
the timber lo his rough but. 
Seldom In his lonely life did he meet other men for 
their company disturbed and embarrassed him. They 
laughed at him. All he knew was work. 
Suddenly his horse shied and he was almost thrown 
to the ground. He swore, pulling cruelly at the animal's 
mouth. Beside the jagged stump of a fallen tree lay a 
haversack. "Spies, dirty, snooptn' splesl" he snarled as he 
spat at the pack, and he angrily urged his horse through 
the-trees.'* "^ As he was unsaddling he mumbled peevishly, 
"Spies alwez pokin' about a bloke's camp. Don't get no 
peace at all." He was quite angry by the time be had let 
go his horse. 
Third prize-winner by 
HELEN HARBORAVE 
He quickly lit the fire, filled his billy 
witll water and began to grill a few chops 
Morrissy resented bitterly any intrusion into 
his lonely retreat. He did not mind the boss 
occasionally riding out, to bring food and 
tobacco, and to give him a few instrucUons. 
The boss asked no quesUons and let him toU monotonouslv 
In his own way. 
Morrissy felt safe here. He no longer lived In constant 
dread of being taken back to jail, of being caged like some 
Thi ;?,!J^, u ^ l ^ ^ ^ ' ^ J^"^ ''^° " ^ ' ^^ had come to 
the city, rich with his pay for a season's kangaroo shootlne 
He was an easy victim for a certain shrewd trickster and 
soon his money was gone. The police found him almost 
starvhig in a gutter, and he was sentenced to six months' 
imprisonment for vagrancy. Morrissy always insisted that 
he should be Jailed for only three months. After six weeks 
In the city he was paroled to a State farm. Exactly three 
months after he had been sentenced, Morrissy disappeared 
and he was never agahi seen by the prison authoriUes He 
;wlked by night through the rugged thickly Umbered coun-
try, and then followed the highway to a steep sharp corner. 
Here he boarded a loaded transport truck as it slowed to 
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W/3'H childlike eyes Sam gazed out onto the dry windy plains, u'hich had driven him coughing and 
choking into the open arms of a gidgee 
clump. 
The wind blew down the plain picking up dust and 
gr.nss. It had a rasping sound as it chased Sam across the 
cracked gaping ground, it cut into his flesh and burned his 
eyes. Now it sounded nervous and apologetic, inviting him 
out onto the plains again, and it whined as Sam turned 
and scrambled deeper into the timber. 
Sam had lived his 11 years in west Queensland. As a 
child the atrocities of drought and flood becanw as 
familiar to him as his mother's caresses. Yet Sam pos-
se.ssed a quality frowned upon by his unbendhig upright i 
western fatlier. something in him shrank from the vio- , 
lence which .surrounded him. He could not 
bring himself to eat the pet lamb roasted 
and served to him for a midday meal, nor 
keep his eyes on the starving cattle, as his 
father walked among them,. shooting first one, 
then another. That was the reason he had 
taken this long walk today, death in the 
form of 600 dying cattle hung round the 
homestead. The stench of it sent Sam out 
onto the roaring plahi to seek peace and 
solitude, where the breeze was clean and 
fresh, full of the smells of the livhig. 
Suddenly he turned, as his nostrils Inhaled the smell 
he had travelled so far to escape. Death like an early 
morning mist rose up and out, suffocating and surround-
ing everything in its path. 
R ESTING against the roots of an old gnarled gidgee, her jaws resting on her fellow fur, head tilted back, eyes looking serenely upwards in the atti-
tude of a madonna, lay a dead kangaroo, and by 
her side hungry and frightened lay a Joey. 
Sam had no trouble catching the Joey, for when life 
is hanging only by a small wisp wliich the laughing, leer-
. Ing winds can tear asunder at a puff. Instinctive fear Is 
overwhelmed by the struggle for survival. 
"Poor Joey." Sam cradled the animal hi his arms, 
and the Joey nestled to him, eyes looking up at him ap-
peallngly. 
Dad Is not going to kill this one, Sam determined. This 
Joey is mine. 
With an effort. Sam pushed his way out of the gully, 
tripping over hunched deformed roots as they drove deeper 
into the arid soil seekhig undergroimd water. The wind 
had drooped, but eddies of dirt still whipped around Sam's 
legs, while the burden he carried grew heavier every stride. 
Tlie homestead came hito view, lookhig mare like a picture 
from a story book than a modern western homestead. Sam's 
mother, Mrs. Grayson, had decided many years ago that 
her home would stand out, clean and white, a landmark on 
a dreary, dirty plain. The white walls and green roof were 
swept regularly, brushhig down the red, brown soil which 
clung desperately to them for protection. ^ l the colourful 
flowers had withered within the first Uiree months of the 
drought, but green citrus trees snuggled against the sides 
of the house, their greenery alarmingly attractive. 
It was two hours before Sam opened the white gate 
which read "Klngsly Station," his face showing signs of 
exhaustion, muscles taut beneath his brown arms. 
Taking a box frcm the laundry, Sam placed the Joey 
In It. and covered lilm witli an empty chaff bag, laughing 
as Joev's head emerged sprinkled with chaff. Joey looked 
mildly "surprised and indignant, then sneezed a loud sneeze. 
Mr. Grayson was cursing under his breath, he cursed 
the weather," he cursed the 600 head of stud Shorthorns he 
Just had to shoot, he cursed his horse as he 
undid the girth, and when he stormed 
through the gate and saw the Joey he cursed 
his son in no uncertain terms. 
"He's mine," Sam stated simply. 
''Are you mad?" Mr. Grayson's voice 
was low and menacing. "There are hun-
dreds of animals dying out there," he ges-
tured vaguely with his hand, "and you have 
to bring a Joey home," 
Mr. Grayson lent forward with the In-
tention of grabbing the helpless animal. Sam stood up. 
Ills head fully 5ft. 31n off the ground raised deflanUy, and 
his eyes blazing wiUi sudden rage. "He's mine," Sam re-
peated. . X , J 
Mr. Grayson was tired. He had been working too hard, 
he could not thbik cleariy, he let his face relax and the 
lines on his brow made him look like an old man. 
"What will your mother say?" he said feebly as he 
mounted the steps. 
Ten minutes later Mrs. Grayson appeared with a bottle 
of milk, Sam was sltthig dejectedly, tears swelling In his 
eyes. 
"Where's the man who stood up to father?" she re-
marked. 
UT Sam was just a little boy again and the tears 
flowed uncontrollably. 
"The Joey can stay, so long as he does not get in the 
way," Mr. Grayson said that evening. "And Sam," he 
added, "It's got to drink powdered milk, you are to have 
the little milk our cows can raise." 
"Yes," Sam breathed. 
The Joey grew quickly. He was a perky fellow, and 
followed Sam round like a dog. His inquisitive little nose 
was forever bumping over teacups and bottles and the in-
cessant thump, thump, as Joey bounded uo stairs drove 
the cat from his favourite sunning spot on the back steps. 
AS Joey grew older he did not receive the customary 
"call" from the bush. For what could a bushland itself hi 
the throws of starvaUon have to offer a domesticated Joey. 
Tlie catUe were now all in the home paddock drinking 
B 
from P2ige i 
change gear, and was carried 
further from the intense 
search. 
He worked his way 
through sparsely populated 
districts doing a little fencing 
here or some ringbarking 
there, but he never stayed , .^ , ^ . , , . . . 
long at any job. He was always afraid of being taken back 
to the cold cell, where he felt sure he would die. Then he 
came of Doolgunbun. Here he was no longer afraid, but 
the anguish and loneUness had dulled liis mind and made 
hhn a prematurely old man. ^ , ^, ^ 
As he crouched by Uie fire, he argued loudly and 
abusively with Uie imaginary intruder. Every now and 
then he would shout, "Yer a spy!" and again subside into 
incoherent mumbling. He became so irate that he threw 
the untasted chops on the flames, and kicked a piece of 
wood sending the sparks high into the darkness. For a long 
time he stared into the dying fire, often breaking the 
silence of the night to threaten the intruder. 
As the embers were breaking up into ashes, a faint ciy 
was carried by the evening breeze. Morrissy listened. He 
heard it again. Surely that was a cry of distress. He 
grhined vindictlvely-he was the only man who would ever 
hear that cry. "Git out. yer spyln' dawgl" he yelled. "No 
one arst yer ter come 'ereI" He gesticulated wildly, shak-
ing his fist and tightening up his trousers as he stamped 
around the fire. ^ ,. ,.. , 
After he had dissipated his rage, he jeered at the cal-
ler "Listen to that! Woolioo, woohoo!" he mocked shrilly 
"Who's he think he is, woohooln'? Yell yer blasted head 
orf," he concluded as he went inside the hut. Deciding to 
go to sleep, Morrissy lay on the sacks between the two sap-
lings that made bis bed. In spite ol himself, he had be-
come interested in the caller. 
Alone on the mountain, and frightened by the envelop-
ing darkness Snow Barlow was very sorry, for himself. He 
could not understand how he had been such a stupid fool. 
"A man should know better than to trust a nigger," he mut-
tered. Less than a week ago, he and Sandy HiUier were 
lying in the park drinking their last bottle of cheap wine, 
while trying to conjure another scheme to make money. 
They did not work The frail old darkle had suddenly 
appeared. They really must have been drunk to listen to 
his story. He told them about the gold buried on the sum-
mit of Doolgunbun—"gold put there by black fella one Umc 
ago for Duan—gold fairy Duan." Barlow and HiUler flat-
tered him and encouraged him to tell them more. The 
devils lived on Doolgunbun. Black people would never, 
never stay there at night, and would pass Ul awe by the 
mighty mountain only while the sun shone. The devils 
guarding the gold for Duan would roar and swallow up any-
one who dared to tread on their own home. The gar-
mlous old fellow told them all the old tribal legends of 
the mountain and, after he had finished the wine they 
gave him, he again disappeared into the smoky darkness. 
The story enflamed the gambling spirit of both Barlow and 
Hiliier. They had no home, no money, nothhig to lose. 
Feverishly they made plans, neither daring to sleep In 
case the other set out alone. They broke into a store and 
stole a pack and some food. Early in the morning they 
drove away from the city with a transport driver. 
When they arrived in the district, their only guide was 
a crude pencil sketch on a piece of newspaper. Both men 
were tired but tense and wary. Hllllcr tripped over a log 
hidden in the grass, and while he was momentarily off 
balance. Barlow smashed a stone on the back of his head. 
Snatching the crude map from the unconscious man's 
pocket, he left him lying on the ground. Tlie gold would 
be all his. Greed had obscured any doubts; feverish im-
paUencc would not let him rest. He walked to the foot-
hills in two days and abandoned his pack so he could climb 
unencumhered. 
At last he clambered around the narrow ledge. The 
cairn of stones that he so eagerly sought was not there. 
Nothing had been buried by man under this smooth, thick 
floor of solid rock. His body shook with rage and frus-
tration. His head and muscles ached and he wos utterly 
exhausted. How Hiliier would laugh. HlUier! Barlow had 
to go away from here at once. Even at that moment Hil-
iier may have been following him. Barlow could expect 
no mercy if they met. 
It had been so easy to climb around the ledge, facing 
the precipice and gripping the rock with ftagers and toes. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 
from the remalniii!; dam, Cattle pushing and bunting each 
other tike savages fouglit for Uie murky churned up water 
which lapped at its deepest, round their hocks. The weak 
bagged by the clinging mud. struggled Ull exhausted or 
were rescued by Mr, Grayson and Sam who. loaded with 
ropes, made a daily inspection of the dam. "Tlie bush was 
a panorama of brown and blue, the horizon choked wiUi 
biting dust, made the outline between earth and sky in-
distincuishable. 
"Joey is a kangaroo now," Mrs. Grayson said casually 
one day. 
"Yes." Sam's replv was tense. 
"He's eatinc all thc vegetables." 
"We haven't got any now," Sam objected, 
"Sam," corrected his niother, "You know Joey is too 
old to keep. He has to go." 
Mr. Grayson walked through the door. "Son," he said 
seriously. "I could have taken Joey away myself, but I 
thought you would want to do it yourself." 
I 'LL let him go, Sam thought quickly. "1 let hlni go yesterday, right outside the boun-dary gate." Mr. Grayson anUcipated Sam's Uiought. 
"He came back." 
"If it would only rain." Mrs. Grayson raised her hands 
skywards. "Then Joey would go bush." 
Mr. Gray.son handed Snm his Hornet rifle. "Go on 
son. I trust you." 
His mind n blank, senses numb, Sam called Joey, and 
together they set off, one walking, one hoppintt. up and 
down their iieads went, until they were lost from sight 
In the dust and glare. 
"I must do It," Sam addressed the Joey who was busy 
chasing a grasshopper, "I must." 
Sam fingered his rifle which weighed like lead on his 
shoulder. 
Tliey trudged on and on until they entered the gidgee 
clump where Sam had first seen the Joey. Today there was 
no roaring wind to send him blundering on to seek shelter, 
only a burning desire to return, in the hope Uiat the 
wisdom of the age-old trees would inspire him to make 
the right decision. Sarti sat down, propped between two 
roots, his eyes aopearcd half closed, but he was watching 
Joey scamper amongst the trees os if they were mere 
playthings. 
Sam thought of his father, tall, lean-boned, a product 
of his environment, for Nature mothers only a chosen few 
men of the highest calibre on her waving plains and roll-
Ins downs, the rest detered by the flrst flood, or the 
rigorous seif-dlsclDline that western life entails, flee to the 
shelter of the city with its warm houses and theatres 
radiating a glow of artificial well-being. 
S AM cnlled the Joev to him. cocked the ri^'e. and .set the sights between the Joey's pert ears. Tlie Joey shook his head, hearing a sound not audible to 
human ears, he waved his paws in agitation as Sam co'ild 
hear no sound. Then Sam heard a distant drum of hoofbents, 
steadily growing louder, rising in a crescendo as the hoi-se 
came into view, its chest and pounding legs seemed to drive 
the wind in its wake. Mr. Grayson sat relaxed, moving in 
easy niotion to the horse's stride. On drawing rein at the 
fringe of the timber, his horse snorted and balked away, for 
emerging from the dark depths of the clump came a young 
boy covered In leaves and smelling of dust, at his side was 
a Joey. 
"Sam." Mr. Grayson said, soothing his horse experUy 
with his hands. "Your Mother told me I would find vou 
here." 
"Yes." Sam thrust his hands deep into his pockets, 
a*are of the Joey still hopping around and the cocked 
rifle resting up against a tree. 
"Mr. Benson just called fn on the way to Brisbane, said 
he would take Uie Jcey as far as Roma. The country is 
green there," 
Sam could not speak, words .swelled in his throat, but 
were choked by the excited Uirobbing of his heart 
"Sam," Mr. Grayson spoke sharply. 
"How often do l have to tell you, never leave n rifl» 
cocked, it might go off and hit someone." 
With that he wheeled and rode off. Sam watched him 
until lie was a blur on the horizon 
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• # WE wish to make it clear, in 
I case of misunderstanding, that 
\ the pictures below refer only to 
j the 1960 student executive and 
I the 1960 Council. 
Managers should 
run finances TheStateof tlieUnibnv^; 
^OU should make it a rule to learn one new 
thing a day. 
That way your Itnowledgc takes on a certain 
pattern and you forget things in efficient sequence, 
not all at once. 
versus 
THE I960 COUWCIl 
We predict. 
BY NOSTRADAMNUS 
NEXT year will be an interesfing time for absolutists in the 
University of Queensiand Union. 
Allocations of power place the 1960 Council almost in a unique position. 
Heading the Union as president is one Nick ("Niki ta") Clark (who re-
cently distinguished himself by observing that "most of the N.U.A.U.S. execu-
tive are either would-be power politicians, or- ratbags," and then pointing out 
they were nearly all Union presidents). 
The remainder of Council is an unfortunate stringy of i l l-organised 
factions, who , w e fear, will be able to do little to parry looming s team-
roller tactics. 
For the benefit of those who ask what the fuss is all about, we make 
(with apologies to Lennox Walker) our long-range predictions for 1960:— 
• Clubs will become centralised under the Union executive, and receive 
certain definite directions. 
• Attempts will be made 
(o turn SEMPER Into a Union 
news-sheet, with editorial 
criticism of Union affairs 
banned. 
• Strong pressure will be 
brought to bear on the execu-
tive to swing Council ba<k 
Into N.U..4.U.S. before the end 
of 1960. 
• Unnecessarily large capi-
tal expenditure will be bud-
geted for, and an executive 
rift will develop. 
Foiled 
This principle is followed 
even anioni; the British, so 
you may certainly embrace it 
with thumping confidence. 
And the new thing we want 
you all to learn today is this; 
It is one of life's Great Facts 
that the things that seem an-
noying or momentous or hor-
rific today will seem merely 
funny when finally caught 
nnd stilled in the amber of 
retrospect. 
Horrors, and the 
amazement... 
One horrific tiling that will 
seem funny is Semper's re-
cord-breaking 1959 profes-
sorial call-up. 
By 1979, it will be mere-
ly a Rabelaisian anecdote 
about the lawless days when 
Semper uncovered the Senate 
a.s a nationalist Chinese fifth 
column. 
Tlie Chinese will tell It 
ngainst themselves probably, 
laughing inscrutable Chinese 
laughs in the Men's Com-
mune Room. 
The best of the councillors 
you will have noticed lack all 
lighthcartedncss, the worst 
are full of a pa.ssionate pom-
posity. To simplify most 
humanly nbout it ail. they are 
the olTspring of two main 
problems. 
MiRRClE 
COUNCIL 
REVIVRL 
LATE NEWS 
FOR the first time in years, Union Coun-
cillors are alive. 
At last Union meeting (first 
of the new Council) they 
showed they are actually in-
terested in what is happening. 
There were six dissensions 
from the chairman's ruling, 
and Coiinclllois plnyed a win-
ning game of One-Upmanship 
with President Clark. 
Bernie Moyian, n.s some-
body noted, was elected to al-
most everything, while John 
Helman and Oscar Skoien 
succeeded In securing the 
1060 "Whacko" editorship. 
They look a promising com-
bination and we wisli them 
success. 
The meeling, which ad-
journed comparatively early 
(before 1 ajn.I, was consid-
ered by some to be the best 
for some time. 
''Union manages too much of its 
material 
affairs' 
ll!!lll!llllllllllli:ill!lllll ' 
• The presidential body-
guard will foil ass:issinalion 
attempts. 
• An executive bloc will 
try to persuade Council to sel 
np its own printing press. 
• Union (again?) will be-
come "big time." Every Union 
body, sub-committee, and as-
sociated group, will feel its ef-
fects. 
The Union of i960 will have 
strong leadership; it's up fo 
Council to see that It is not 
misdirected. 
'T^HE first is that the Union now has too much to do 
•L in the way of managing its own material affairs. 
They hold forth upon this ~ " 
aspect winsomely, being most 
offensively happy that they 
are not as student bodies in 
other varsities, merely centres 
of discussion of University; 
Student relationships. 
Rather are they the trustees 
of large sums of money, the 
managers of huge adminis-
trative schemes and the pro-
viders of bounteous material 
welfare. 
Reassuring rustle 
of executive paper 
They are more enamoured 
of the rustle of reassuring ex-
ecutive motions than they are 
of the resonant clang of 
opinion upon opinion. 
There is a hint indeed that 
in their energetic regulation 
ol the needful a c t s of 
Mammon they have perhaps 
become strange creatures of 
thc shady no-man's land be-
tween Academy and Com-
merce; no longer student 
leaders, now merely the lead-
ers of students. 
Perhaps these young lions 
might begin now to wonder 
whether they can afford to 
continue belabouring them-
selves with the expanding 
concerns of a task already 
committed elsewhere (every 
where In Aust. but W.A. uni.) 
almost universally to non-
student management. 
They stand to gain much: 
TIME; with which to be-
come students; INTEREST 
in more abiding affairs 
than transient stndent gov-
ernment; CONVERSATION 
on a whole new fleet of 
topics from Aardvarks to 
Zwingli; better passes In 
examinations. 
Most ordinary students, one 
feels, would not greatly object 
to allowing non-student man-
agers to run the refectory and 
the other financial concerns 
of the union. 
They—and the union coun-
cillors—are here to study 
after all. 
Galmahra coming 
PLANS for reviving the University magazine, Galmahra, have been approved. 
Last Council meeting gave 
Judith Green and her com-
mittee the go-ahead to revive 
the lO-year-extlnct mag. 
Copies, I a revised format, 
may be expected next year. 
Oscar for the quotable 
quote of the evening went to 
Hon. Sec. Carlisle, who 
labelled the Union "» semi-
subsidiary of lhe Govern-
ment". 
Mosl revolutionary part of 
(he new Council 1B Ita de-
cision to meet In committees, 
reporting back at less frequent 
Intervals to full-scale Coun-
cils. 
The second parent of these 
wonders, is their memory ol 
the "fight for academic free-
dom" of 1957, their perpetua-
tion of the vision of tiie Union 
as a sort of glorious inde-
pendent and absolute en-
tity shining in Its own efful-
gence. 
The effect to be given In 
"Impressing," whether by ac-
tion or word, is one of young 
Adulthood conscious of its re-
sponsibilities to constituted 
Establishments and willing to 
bear with Dignity <a key con-
cept) anything up to and in-
cluding 80% of the problems 
of the committed bourgeois. 
Self-sufficient 
nutritionism... 
These two problems conjoin 
to have the one inseparable 
effect above described, bat-
tening on one another in an 
ecstasy of self-sufflcient nu-
trition. 
Perhaps one day they will 
Just burst in the councilloi-s' 
faces. 
Let us • hope so, for that 
will be another thing to laugh 
at, when our annoyances, 
having ceased to affect our 
sensibilities by their irritating 
stings, will at last be remark-
able from a distance only, for 
their inyneasurable dimlnu-
tiveness. 
Post-graduate 
Scholarships 
APPLICATIONS 
CLOSE 
31st OCTOBER 
1959 
Application Forms obtainable 
from Dr. Thiele, the Student 
Counsellor or from the Per-
sonnel Officer, The Shell Com-
pany of AustraHa Ltd., Tele-
phone 31-0211, or Box 1456T, 
G.P.O., Brisbane. 
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g'lliiiiilflllllllllllilllilillllllllllillllllllllllllllllH^^^ 
The hpng^mraiied 
€tward'>'winn€^rs,^. • 
I OSCARS 
= • /4 special consolation prize this year goes to Mr. 
= «7ic? Mrs. Hammerstein, of New York, without whom we 
= would have had nothing to fill up this space. 
I Queensland wins the Borgia 
I Centenary Prise (it was tough) 
^ THE Borgia Centenary Prize for Riotous Celebra-
^ tion goes to big, suntanned Queensland. 
= Failing to win the award last year by one year, the 
= victory is a great tribute to Government authorities who 
= urged the State to make up the leeway in just 365 days 
Queensland took the 
illllllllillillillllllllllllfllllliillH 
• AFTER much Indecision and complete lack of inspiration, not to mention g 
discretion, Semper has finally managed to fill up this page with the 1959 Oscar g 
winners. The selection committee had a tough job filling their quota, mainly g 
because no one much has been in the news lately. How- g 
ever, we trust that this page will remedy that situation, g 
W^ 
PARLIAMENTARIANS, the pub-
licity-conscious little devils, have 
cornered three awards for Oscars. 
Firstly, there's the Federal Treasurer, 
Mr. Holt , who secured, with almost blinding 
rapidity, thc nomination for the joint 
Hondini-Ke\ in Simmonds Travelling Scho-
larship for a Diplomatic Exit . 
award easily from Dar-
win's Theory of Evolu-
tion and J. S. Mill's 
"Liberty". Said the selec-
tion committee of prom-
inent public servants, 
"At least we've HEARD 
of Queensland". 
other States are be-
lieved to be green with 
envy at Queensland's 
successful nomination. 
Already, they are re-
ported to be planning 
bigger and (they delude 
themselves) better Mon-
ster Croquet Carnivals, 
and G i g a n t i c Bird 
Watching Expeditions in 
Hyde Parle and Alex-
andra Gardens. 
No pineapples 
Queensland, of course, 
with the prize, has every 
right to feel smug. One 
official, looking askance 
at the southern publicity 
race, said crushingly: 
"They're wasting their 
time. They haven't got 
pineapples." 
Commonweallh 
Dental Supply 
Coy. Ply. L id. 
City Bldgs., Eilward St. 
(opp. Rothwclls) 
LEADING 
SUPPLIERS OF 
DENTAL 
STUDENTS' 
REOUIREMENTS 
f Guard Conscn-attvc, this f 
f struggling, c r u s a d i n g J 
J pamphlet set a new mark , 
t In assisting the Senate to t 
* revise Its attitude to the J 
J student body. i 
While we normally give J 
', no publicity to rival pub* t 
* tications, we feel wc can J 
J.say: Well done, Seniper.......( 
Advirt' given on locations 
for Practice, Purchase of 
Practices, Locums, etc. 
iiitimiinnttiiiiiiniinuiniittHiiiiiHiutuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiii<iiuniiiuuiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<>niiiiiiuNiiuiimiiii<>ii<i>"i<ii<'<''>"'''i 
Brave Little Woman "takes 
off" the Nellie Melba Award 
r[E Dame Nellie Mdba Award for Outstand-ing Contributions to Australian Light Enter-
tainment goes to the congenitally obese Miss 
Norma Sykes. 
If the average girl found 
herself in such a predicament, 
she would retire to some 
obscure wilderness of T ur-
Icish balhs, fleeing the giddy 
starers and mockers; bul Miss 
Sykes is made of more ample 
material. 
Brave front 
Grappling with her almost 
unclothable bulk and lowering 
her centre of gravity by skil-
ful corsetting, she determined 
to keep up a brave front be-
fore the world's curiosity. 
With the Mil tonic pseudo-
nym of Sabrina shedding its 
lurid glow over her natural 
encumbrances she unselfishly 
turned her non-conformity to 
the cause of public instruc-
tion, much as John Wesley 
had done before her. 
But the occasional blusli of 
embarrassment persi-sts and 
one detects perluips a tremor 
of uncertainty in the cooing 
voice that retaliates almost 
automatically to the slings 
iiiiuiiiiiiii:ritiiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiii iiiiiuuiiiiii 
iANEW 
MARK 
( A LTHOUGH s o m e j 
'f -iV may consider it a t 
* little unorthodox, wc J 
J would like to nomiu- J 
(ate an obscure Uni- j 
J versity rag, "Semper » 
for the Dale J 5 Floreat", 
* Carnegie Award for J 
' . . _ ^  . . . Senate » 
t 
Helped along eagerly by » 
^ f o s t e r i n g 
{Relations. 
t the guiding hands of a * 
' ^vcII-known local Old- . 
' r. .1 ^ .«..» I I . I0 . 
and arrows of outrageous 
questioners: "Of course, ALL 
of me Is natural." 
And as slie coyly averts her 
tiny head, is that the merest 
shimmer of a tear that she 
winks away so roguishly? 
'•iiiiituriijiiiiiitiiiiKHiiiJiiitutiiiuiiiiiimiiutiiiiiiiHtiriiiiiuH 
But important Wotld Bank 
negotiations, as every, think-
ing taxpayer must*"' realise, 
must come before their own 
petty grievances abouj postal 
Increases. . .• 
Then, there was Senator 
Aylett, who romped in witli 
the Nautilus Prize for Non-
chalant Navigation in Deep 
Water. 
And, of course, those four 
un-named M.P5. who laugh-
ingly wound up in Singapore, 
after taking the wrong plane 
(those dreadful airlines) to 
Christmas Island, win our 
special prize. 
They deserve, we feel, the 
• ».rs»#^#*sr#^^»^**#^#^^^»^^^y^-
iVrt'i 
:[IVe$v tra 
\*risioytartj 
'} THE Mlchaclangclo A u ,
s Prize for C.amoullaged Por-;: 
'', nography goes to a well- ^ I 
1; deserved subject — the!; 
; mosaic wall of thc new; 
ublic Library extensions. ;; 
The wall, with Its sur- I 
11 rounding parklands, 
;; popular meeting spot for 
; bus travellers and old lags, > 
' \ has been executed with ! 
!; visionary and independent i| 
It symbolises the true> 
; [ marriage of realism and ;; 
' > commercially profitable |! 
!; colouring. ' 
As a Centenary omdal!; 
;; put it: "Yes, Interesting, by ; 
ijove. Interesting to |lmarked degree." 
Advertisement of 
tlie Year 
'fe«ii> 
Congratulations. Hickory! 
Billy Butlin Award for Suc-
cessfully Evading that Nasty 
Horrid Island. 
Tiie Liberal Rebels win the 
Joe Bukowski Consternation 
Prize /or tlieir "We'll Show 
Tlieni Who's Got tlie Num-
bers" backbench stand. MR. HOLT 
WHERE NEXT, INDEED? 
W INNER this year of thc Confidential award for In-timate Revelations Is none other than Miss Elizabelh 
Abel Smith. 
In these days of rising | destined to remain anywhere 
peasantry and dwindling | for long. 
privilege, the lower echelons 
of the House of Hanover are 
hard workers. 
But it was with the un-
' expected drama of a loud 
belch at a diplomats' luncheon 
that Miss S. burst upon the 
Australian .scene. 
Unpredictably dropping in 
casually in all sorts of un-
likely places, from an Arunta 
village to a chapeaux sliop in 
a southern metropolis, or 
lowering tlie blinds from prep, 
school gaieties, she cannot be 
Who knows but that her 
Ulyssean spirit will next be 
calling iier to Woomera lor a 
little ride in one of those 
super new craft of the air? 
A toothy 
weepie • • 
THE Fastecth Award for the best Toothpaste Adver-
tisement of thc Year goes lo 
the following . . . 
Through thc Iwlnlng climbers of 
the rose which threaded the trelll.s 
beside them thcT could sillt hear 
the sinuous melodies Q{ th: dunce 
hall they had Just Ictt. 
"Darling," he breathed, "I have 
a Tery Important question to nsk 
you . . ." 
"Yes," she tensely replied, her 
eyes half-closed, her Ups trembling. 
"But flr.st I havc a confession to 
mnlte . . ." 
She waited breathless. Harold, 
her true and only love. Surely 
he , . . 
But suddenly she was to know 
his secret, for he wns speak!tin 
BBKlii. hts firm voice edgrd with a 
nervous Indecision. 
"My darling. I hnve been your 
lover for over n year, bul I never 
told you . . ." 
"Yes . . . yes?" 
"My teeth; you thouRht Ihtm 
real? They are false, false." 
The silence, he felt, was a living 
thins, taunted, pricked by lhe Imp-
ish tinkle of the distant piano. How 
could she torture him thus? 
Her hnnd leapt lo her lips. In 
the moonlight suddenly a pearly 
object flashed. And with a great 
Hood of Joy his eyes beheld—her 
teeth. 
"DnrlliiB. will you marry mc?" 
Miss Abel Smith. 
Daniiell 
Art 
Florists 
. B6270 -
Hotel Daniell Duiiiling 
FOR CORSAGES, 
BOUQUETS, etc 
We deliver to Collegm 
Frea of Co.tf 
• • H M B B B M I B M H B I I H M & f 
JOHN COPLEY 
F.H.O.A, (Hons.) 
Optometrist 
01(1 Town Hall An-adc 
68 QUEEN STREET, BUISHANE 
0l'i:S FKin.tY KyKMNGS 
Phone 2 3952 or 481.«0 
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LEX LIKES IT-
HAMILTON HAD 
IT 
What? See P. 10. 
»»»*»»%»»v»*%»»%»»»v»»» »*»»»%%»»vv»»w»»v*»% <^ 
Epitaphs^ Mviih 
\ JOBS 
\ WAIT 
STUDENT Counsellor Dr. Thiele repor t s a 
s teady s t ream of en-
quiries f o r i^raduates 
from employers t h r o u g h -
out Australia. 
There Is an unsatisfied de-
mand for students for cer-
tain executive tralneeships. 
Students registering with Dr. 
Thicle will be informed of 
vacancies notified, in which 
he is likely to be Interested. 
Dr. Thiele said useful col-
laboration existed between 
the University nnd the Com-
monwealth Employment Ser-
vice, 
Positions nre available in 
many branches of science nnd 
technology. Commerce and 
Economics, Law, and Arts. 
The jobs are mainly with 
Universities, Commonwealth 
nnd State Government De-
pnrtments, .schools nnd com-
mercial nnd manufacturing 
or[;nnlsations. 
COHSAGE 
SPECIALISTS 
BOUQUETS 
from 
London-
American 
llorists 
PHONES: 
FA lO.^, FA 1092 
After Hours U2709 
Slate Insiinmre Iloiifie, 
257-259 EDWARD ST. 
(off Adelaide Slreet) 
BRISBANE 
(Member Inlerflora) 
"I'M break my staff 
Bury It certain Mhomt In th« 
• i r th, 
And deeper than did aver 
plummat sound 
I'll drown my bool<." tree 
^ E E I N G t h a t this is S E M P E R ' S final issue for 
t h e y e a r , I suppose t h a t I a m en t i t l ed l ike 
I my n a m e s a k e , to speak a n e p i t a p h . 
I What have I got to say for myself? My predecessor. 
! Mercutio, summing up at the end of last year, could lx>ast 
I that he had been "publicly attacked by one Liberal politi-
I cian. three students, one lecturer, and one Labor news-
I pnper." 
J; For Pcr.sonal Svrvicp on 1; 
LIFE ASSURANCE 
Consuil 
KENNEIH A. LEMON, B.A.:! 
CONSULTING 
REPRESENTATIVE 
for tbe 
A.M.P. SOCIETY 
TtLEPHONES; 31 1130, 31 1981 . 
I; POSTAL ADDRESS: BOX 1404R, 
; G.P.O. BRISBANE 
'! A.M.P. BUILDING, BRISBANE 
;; ALSO AGENT FOR 
A.M.P. FIRE & GENE<)AL 
;; INSURANCE CO. LTD. 
>, AN A.M.P. SUBSIDIARY. 
Alas, my record Is nowhere 
nenr so tempestuous. Only 
one solitary Alderman has 
bothered to denounce me with 
any noticeable vigour. 
Despite this, I have enjoyed 
my year on Semper. Admit-
tedly, nt times it hns meant 
a good deal of blood, sweat, 
j and tears. 
Nearly every column was 
written hurriedly just on the 
deadline land occasionally 
even beyond — poor, long-
suffering MacAuIay!). 
T HAVE scribbled in cafes, 
in the library, in trams— 
in all sorts of improbable 
places at all sorts of improb-
able times. 
The reason for this is com-
po.sed of equal parts of bone 
laziness .nnd a desire to keep 
the column as up-to-date as 
i possible. 
Sometimes the results have 
I appalled even me. Seeing 
! your own stuff In print is 
' quite an experience. 
IT DO not ol course take the 
! blame for all the strange 
I ellipses, mis-spellings, and 
1 other vagaries which have 
appeared over my signature. 
Some of these can be traced 
to the recurrent fits of 
aphasia with which even the 
best of subs, and printers 
seem to be afflicted. 
On these occasions, I have 
bitterly repeated E. J. Brady's 
maxim that heaven is a place 
where there are no printers, 
and where editors are ad-
mitted only after a plebiscite. 
15UT I suppose that they 
^ murmur similar maledic-
tions about impunctual col-
ximnists who hand in copy 
looking like a Pakapu ticket, 
so we are probably even. 
To repeat myself, I have 
enjoyed writing this column. 
It has helped me to straighten 
out some of my Ideas and, I 
liope, has forced me to ex-
press them with rather more 
economy and precision than I 
was previously accustomed to 
use. 
A PART from my aldermanic 
-^ *^  friend (who does not 
really count: bad temper is 
not discussion) only two 
people took issue with me In 
print. 
(Four, rnunting lhe Iwo in 
ill is isMic.—hUh.i 
, In passing, it is rather in-
i teresting that, whereas the 
Alderman accused me of 
being "activated by political 
spleen" against the Al.P., 
these two correspondents 
thought I rated the A1.P. 
too highly. . 
f y m s complaint, of course, 
•*- may be pure egotism on 
my part. Perhaps no one else 
thought I was worth replying 
to. 
Stilly it would have been 
something even if a few 
people had put forward this 
view and given reasons for it. 
But enough of this. The 
jacarandas are even now be-
ginning to burgeon and you 
and I have more pressing 
things to worry about. Good-
bye till next year — and may 
we all get better results than 
we deserve. 
DOOLGUNBUN - from P. 5 
Now he could not go back. He felt irresistibly drawn by 
the deep jagged gorge far below the tiny ledge. Dizzy and 
nauseated, he could not force himself even to look at the 
ledge. Barlow had completely lost his nerve. After night-
fall he was terrified by the clinging darkness with its 
strange unknown sounds; and the thought that somewhere 
someone was waiting for him—just waiting. He screamed. 
Two hours passed slowly. The familiar calls of the 
night creatures were jarred intermittently by piteous wails. 
Morrissy could not restrain himself from listening for the 
cries, and each time he heard the sound he argued vio-
lently. He was very tired. As he tossed on the rough bed, 
the cries seemed to echo through the hut and would not 
let him sleep. He sprang out of bed, trembling with rage, 
and rushed through the door. 
The pale moonlight slione eerily on Doolgunbun, A 
cold westerly wind whipped along the deep gorges with an 
uncanny roar. 
In his haste, Morrissy stumbled over rocks and logs. 
The prickly shrubs tore at his face and arms, but he did 
not feel them. All his deeply ;^ 
<f^  
il iThe deep south.! 
'l'> From a "Farrago" ad: i 
1; I "Tired of the girl friend? J 
' I Want n new boy frlend i 
BOOKS, FOUNTAIN PENS, STATIONERY 
All Students' Hc«|nlrcnicnt9 
from 
PHONE 112921 BOX 872 L, G.P.O. 
"Qiieenslaturs Besl Bookstore" 
Ji. McLEOD 
107 ELIZABETH STREET, BRISBANE 
and Rockhnniplon 
i^t**^'*****'*^******'*****^*******'******-**'*'*'***^***''*'***''^ ^^^'^ who was there. 
rooted grudge against human-
ity welled up inside him as he 
ran blindly on. 
A cloud crept over . the 
moon and the night was very 
dark. Loud incoherent cries 
reverberated througli the 
gorges. Now the sounds were 
very near. Morrissy stopped 
beside thc narrow ledge and 
waited, straining his eyes to 
see through the darkness. 
The cloud slipped away from 
the moon and he saw the 
caller. 
Barlow was lying prostrate 
on the rock sobbing uncon-
trollably. As a dingo howled 
amid the distant hills below, 
he shrieked with terror. Pear 
had destroyed every shred of 
his control. He dared not 
open his eyes to look down at 
the gaping chasm so near his 
feet. The gorge was a hideous 
grave witli the stark grey 
trees stretching arms of death 
towards him. 
Morrissy was so surprised 
to see the man in such a piti-
ful state that he forgot all 
his angry threats. He climbed 
around the ledge. 
Barlow heard the footsteps 
and was sure that Hiliier had 
found him. He cringed 
against the rock trying 
to hide, ready to ward off the 
blows he expected. He 
pleaded hysterically. "Hell, I 
didn't mean it, mate. So help 
me, mate. God, have a heart, 
mate. It wns a hoax anyway." 
As Morrissy stood over 
him, Barlow was suddenly 
aware that it was not HU-
Over-
joyed, he babbled extravagant 
words of relief and gratitude. 
Morrissy, so accustomed to 
being silent in the presence 
of another man, had noth-
ing to say. At last he 
growled, "Who arst yer ter 
come up 'ere? Well, yer kin 
git down yerself, nnd blast 
ye," and he began to climb 
back around the ledge. Bar-
low who hnd been so lonely 
and afraid, could not bear to 
be alone again, "Wait, wait, 
wait," he pleaded. 
"An' if yer don't shut up, 
I'll throw ye over, blast ye." 
Barlow tried to follow Mor-
rissy, but he was sick before 
the first step. He tried again, 
driven on by fear of the dark 
loneliness. Morrissy, watch-
ing him from the shadows at 
the other side, felt a rough 
kind of pity. He crossed and 
recrossed the ledge as a silent 
token of encouragement. Bar-
low implored Morrissy to help 
him around the fearful bar-
rier. Morrissy roughly re-
fused. He was becoming im-
patient. He crossed the ledge 
again. Barlow begged for aid. 
Morrissy lost his temper and 
abused Barlow with all the 
force of his previous fury. 
Roused by the Insults, and 
almost more ofrald of the 
stranger than of the dark 
g o r g e , Barlow crept hesls-
tantly around the ledge. At 
the other side he retched vio-
lently nnd almost collapsed. 
He followed Morrissy, who 
had already begun the down-
ward climb. He slid and 
tumbled most of the way, his 
1 • BELOW, Chinese student LEE holds, one 
I of his modernistic paintingSt in ivhich he 
• 
used his scraping technique. 
KNIFE 
ART 
WORK 
MR. Lee, a fourth-year history honours 
student, over only the 
last four months has 
produced a large num-
ber of paintings of au 
amazingly high stan-
dard. 
These paintings are so orig-
inal in technique and suli-
ject that Mr. Lee has been 
Invited by thc Johnstone 
gallery to grlve a one-man 
exhibition there two weeks 
before Christmas. 
UsuaUy Lee uses a small card-
board or fairly heavy paper 
surface and applies either 
wet or dry crayon pastel lo 
this which he often 
scratches with a pen-knife. 
Dark Best 
His most successful paintings 
using this scraping tech-
nique are those with a dark 
background which hiph-
lighls a lighter, and oflen 
luminous colour pattern. 
For instance "First Flower" 
where against a dark back-
ground a vibrant rush of 
delicate lines gives rise to 
a simple sunflower, "Not a 
Soul in Sight" a more 
severe design highlighting 
yellow and pink against a 
dark blue-green, or figure 
studies such as "Head ot a 
Woman" done in the same 
way. 
Movement 
It is because of this remark-
able sense of movement and 
feeling for line and colour, 
plus Lee's sort of humour 
that such paintings as "The 
Gay War" showing two 
drab figures in uniform in 
one corner surrounded by a 
brilliant mass of colour, and 
"Adam and Eve" where 
Adam's blue line figure 
looks blankly innocent and 
Eve's very knowing, arc so 
successful. 
I feel that Lee's latest figure 
studies and his earlier 
rhythmic pre-occupation 
with line and shape are 
most successful in his work. 
His more static paintings 
which have something of 
the precision of shape and 
colour of Mondrlan and his 
experiments in traditional 
landscape paintings are not 
as striking nor as original. 
—J.L. 
trembling legs hardly able to 
support his weight. 
As they strode down the last 
slope, Morrissy turned, "Ver 
a' follerin' me." 
"Hell, you wouldn't turn a 
man out in the cold, would 
you? Where's your bush hos-
pitality?" Barlow laughed 
nervously. 
"Don't ye be a follerin' me." 
Barlow noticed then that 
Morrissy seemed a much older 
man than he had first 
thought, and thnt he was 
probably slow witted as well. 
Quite suddenly, he regained 
confidence in himself. He de-
cided to humour this old man 
so he could take advantage of 
his home and food. 
Morrissy walked round in a 
wide circle away from his 
hut; he had completely lost 
interest in the stranger and 
wanted to be alone. Barlow 
would not go awny; he would 
not be alone in the strange 
darkness again. Still stung 
by the abuse he had so meek-
ly taken just a short time 
before, he made Morrissy the 
object of several jests. Neither 
man saw Hllller who had also 
heard the cries for help. He 
watched the two men and 
patiently waited. Although 
he could do nothing while this 
other man was with Barlow, 
he could wait a long time for 
revenge. Barlow would never 
cheat him again. 
Barlow, though no bushman, 
observed that he and Mor> 
rissy were plodding around 
the same endless circle. He 
was cold and tired. He tried 
to bully the odd silent bush-
man tramping stolidly before 
him. "Look here, Pop, don't 
try to fool with me, se3. You 
must live about here. I want a 
camp and I'll stay with you, 
see," 
Morrissy sat down on a log. 
He looked very old and weak. 
"Don't ye be a follerin' me." 
Barlow grabbed Morrlssy's 
shirt and pulled him to his 
feet. "See here, Pop, I've had 
just about enough of you," 
he snarled. "You show me 
your camp." 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10 
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I Fraser I 
I captaitB I 
I A THLETICS CLUB, | 
Its September | f-^ at 
I A.G.M., elected the i 
I following officers:— | 
I P r e s i d e n t, A. G. i 
f Booth; secretary, P. | 
I Dempsey; treasurer, I 
| R . Grant; captain, D. I 
I Fraser; vice-captain, | 
f M, Malouf. I 
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POLICE ACT IN CLEAN-UP SWOOP— 
Traffic detoured as TV-mad 
crowds close city streets 
pOL/C£ last night closed all city streets to traffic, because it 
was a "nuisance" to crowds H(Uching TV outside shop 
windows. 
Several TV stores are now planning to build Roman-style amphitheatres 
on what were once the city's main thoroughfares. 
;; HTHE Acting Deputy Vice-Chancellor has formed, with the aid of a few \\ 
J X J , j JJ . _ . _ 'I ' l / rr/_ • _ P /^?_ T i! 
''Sassafras Senate" rides fhe range 
with nickel-plated rangers' badges 
***< 
dozen outdoor colleagues, a TV W'esterns Fan Club. 
The "Sassafras Senate," 
as it is colloquially known 
4 down along the Valley 
i' pool-room front, fs cxpect-
!|ins; its first batch of de-
1; puty rangers' badges daily. 
A prominent local path-
ologist Is believed to have 
refused to join because he 
wanted a deputy shcrilT's 
badge instead. 
However, adult TV-west-
I 2 erncrs are ignoring him. 
11 .^ s one well-known Fan 
Club member said: "We 
see all the programmes— 
"Mauverlck," "Gunsmut," 
"Have Gin, Will Toddle." 
Another member de-
scribed TV westerns as 
"simply astounding." 
Members have also sub-
scribed to a booklet show-
ing them (in pictures) how 
to ride a white pony back-
wards (or forwards), un-
ravel a four-strand lasso 
rope, and sling a dead man 
claimed ;; 
In front of a saddle. 
One member 
that students would not be 
able to aspire to (he club.;' 
"Go and build your ownil 
lalihousc," he muttered 
He said this of students' 
attitudes to TV westerns;;; 
"It goes in one head and ; '• 
out thc other." '>'. 
On being told some slu- ',; 
dents were Channel Z\[ 
oriented, he drawled— 
"beatniks." 
;: 
•**^^r***^*•^t•0^*****^*r*r*^t*»***^t^*•*•f**^^^^h*.^^^•»^.t^».»*^.^^^^^.^^^^. 
[Irawlcd ;; 
Enterprising entrepreneurs 
are now busily erecting liot-
dog stands, containers for 
Tfie world is 
watching YOV 
. . . wfieti you 
own a MAGIC 
EYE * TV . . . 
Don't be blind— 
buy the set with 
amazing 3-D clarity 
images 
* Including portable retina 
handy-sized paper bags — 
and a 150-fODt TV .screen now 
spans the main track at 
central station. 
Vehicular traffic between 
the city's north and south 
sUlcs has been diverted 
through Redcliffc, Palmwoods 
(a notorious weekend night 
spot), Maleny, Jerry's Down-
fall. Marburg (anotlier hot-
SHOCK TO 
MILLIONS 
'T'ELEVISION announcer, 
•^  Pugh Hogwash, shocked 
millions of startkd viewers 
last night. 
In an unguarded moment 
he allowed his deadpan mask 
—which ha,s fascinated so 
many—to slip. 
He grinned. Good-natur-
edly, and on-camera. 
• Mrs. Agatha Mawn, 70. 
spoiled 24 rows of knitting a 
Centenary - motif Argyll 
sweater. 
• Hundreds of household-
ers are believed to have 
giggled. 
Some quarters are now 
quoted as saying that, unless 
Hogwash controls himself as 
befits a man in his position, 
he will change places with the 
(at the moment) unseen voice 
off-camera . . . 
NOT JUST DIM . . . BUT 
DARK! 
March to the front with 
D A R K image 
SAVE YOUntELF 
EVESTNAIN I 
if Reg trade mark. Pat. pend. 
bed), and Inala Marching 
Girls' Civic Centre. 
Normal pedestrian traffic 
has olso been banned in the 
inner city. 
Drive-in proprietors, how-
ever, are nol amused. "This 
T-Hee business isn't funny." 
they .said. "Ifs all a matter 
of to T-Wee. or not T-Wee." 
City Council authorities are 
believed to be considering 
equipping parking meters 
with a .simple attachment 
which converts them into 
poker machines. 
Five city chemists have 
suicided in the last two days. 
Rare disease 
DOCTORS have discovered 
a rare eye disease in a seven-
year-old Aardvark hod-car-
rier — round eyeballs. Doc-
tors i.aid: "We may be able to 
save him — uninterrupted 
TV watciiinp for several years 
may return his sight to what 
is now considered normal." 
INEW SET! 
• SUM new 21-
1960 model, which 
away with thc cathode 
and valves. Makers arc 
wrestling with only one 
blem—how to get moro 
one static picture. 
inch I 
does ' 
tube I 
now I 
pro-I 
than I 
I 
I 
The noveau 
pouvre . , . 
S O C I O L O G I S T S are 
amazed at the diversity of 
new .social patterns that T-V 
is creating throughout the 
community. 
T-V owning families with 
cellars all over Brisbane find 
that suddenly at 6 o'clock 
each niglit scores of ragged 
people file up from the cellar. 
Wlien the programme fin-
ishes they go back to the 
cellar waihng Inconsolably. 
until the following night. 
They are thought to be 
families who wanted to buy 
television sets but could not 
afford It. 
You've got nothing 
to trade in for a 
beautiful, b r a n d 
new Midshipman 
TV Set? 
NONSENSE ! 
What about that Rolls 
Royce rusting in llic 
vegetable garden? And 
that 56ft. yacht down 
in the Creek? You can 
use ANYTHING as n 
deposit . , . 
IKVBODVcanaMTV.. 
Glamorous Refec. 
meal to be filmed 
CHANNEL 10 is to televise the one o'clock din-ing session in St. Lucia Refectory. 
This is the first of 
their forthcoming series 
"Elegant Living.'' 
To avoid upsets due to stu-
dent pranks tlie students wiil 
not take part. The diners will 
be Channel 10 teievi.sion 
actors and actresses. Audition-
ing for the parts has begun. 
Much competition is ex-
pected from overseas person-
alities. 
The caviar and table wine 
ire being specially flown in 
from Paris. 
The musicians will rove 
from table to table. 
The meal will begin and end 
with "Gaudeamus," age-old 
student song, and throughout 
llie students will discu.s.s 
philosophv and shout the tra-
ditional shout V-A-R-S-I-T-Y. 
The men are expected to be 
bearded after the radical 
undergraduate fa.shion. The 
women will wear black stock-
ings and smoke continually 
from long holders. 
HAT! 
A NEW LINE in break-
^ fast foods? . . . A 
lost bet? . , . Doing it be-
cause he enjoys hats? 
Jim Unlaugh has to 
answer questions such as 
these every day. 
Jim, a Channel 8 stunt 
man, rents his cast-iron 
digestive tract to a Bris-
b.ine hat-retailer every 
night for a novel "live" 
advertisement. 
Says Jim: "The set-up 
is this, I come into (his 
hat shop to buy a hat, 
and before 1 leave I am 
.sailing into the hatplirs 
, yelling out, 'Good enough 
to eat!*" 
Says the hat retailer: 
"Business is certainly 
picking up. But lhe cus-
tomers want (o save on 
the cost of the hatbox by 
eating them right in (he 
shop." 
HANDY FOR 
THE HOME 
yOUNG Cedrlc Chauncy of 
•^  Ashgrove may soon earn 
the thanks of Brisbane's 
thousands of T.V.-ownIng 
parents. 
He is putting the finishing 
touclies on his "Nursemaid" 
set. 
When the parent says 
"Tommy, go to bed!" a small 
powerful dwarf leaps out from 
the back of the set, gags, 
binds and carries tlie child otT 
to bed. 
If the cliild pokes out its 
tongue the dwarf automatic-
ally belts it within an inch of 
its life. 
One technical hurdle Is yet 
to be overcome. The device 
works equally well for., the 
youngster intelligent enough 
to use it against Ills parents. 
The camera will rove casu-
ally over the entire refectory, 
even poking roguishly into 
the "lovers' corner" where 
students will feed one another 
with chocolate ecl.iirs and sip 
from the same gla.ss. 
Comedy interludes will be 
provided as. throughout thc 
program, profps.sors and sena-
tors attempting to enter the 
refectory will have gravy and 
buns tlirown at tliem by the 
irresponsible traditionally re-
bellious students. 
IS your shouldered 
Resistor giving trouble? 
Synchronising stabil-
ising amplifier on the 
blink? 
Theseeveryday annoy-
ing troubles of a TV 
set become just a dim 
laughable m e m o r y 
when you buy a radio 
from 
JOHEV BACKYARD M&RKB, 
Stanley Sireef. 
RELAX 
WITH. . . 
Aufomatic 
volume 
control -
justfurn 
the knob 
A BETTER PICTURE 
FROM EVERY ANGLE 
Have YOUU d inner watching a STY! 
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Borg gave up 
chemistry for 
lieder singing 
BY JOHN ATHERTON YOUNG 
A yERY interesting recent addilion to the Crama-phone Society Library is the D.C.G. pressing of 
Sibelius lieder sung by Kim Borg n>ilh Erik Werba 
on piano. 
To those wishing to approach Sibelius as newcomers, 
I can think of no better way than through these lieder. 
Unlike most lieder col-
lections these do not con-
stitute a cycle—rather the 
composer has chosen folk 
songs from Sweden, Eng-
land, France, Germany and 
Finland and set them in 
his own style; a style 
which aims at depicting 
mood above all else. 
Borg*s voice 
well suited 
Kim Borg's voice is mag-
nificently suited to these 
songs and nowhere does he 
fail to interpret adequately. 
How fortunate we are 
that this 39-year-old singer 
decided to forsake Chemis-
try and pursue studies in 
music. 
(He made his first pub-
lic appearance in 1951.) 
One grouch, however, Is 
his accent. I had to listen 
twice to "Come away 
death" before I was sure 
lie was singing in English-
it is to be hoped that his 
Finnish and Swedish are 
better than his English 
and German. 
New Kodaly 
recording 
.My record dealers advise 
me that tliey are expecting 
a new recording of Zoltan 
Kodaly's Missa Brcvcr. 
Many people within the 
University will be pleased 
by this news as the Musical 
Society performed the work 
in Melbourne some years 
ago. 
For the same reason, I 
too am curious to hear 
what the work should 
isound like but, if as I sus-
pect, it is rather like his 
setting of the Te Deum I 
fear I will be sadly dis-
appointed. 
Caift honestly 
recommend it 
The Te Deum is per-
formed by the Vienna 
Choir and Symphony Or-
chestra conducted by 
Henry Swaboda with solo-
ists of the Vienna State 
Opera. 
It is an interesting work, 
well performed, but I can-
not honestly recommend it 
as good music. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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HERGA & ( 0 . 
(A. and E. Bright) 
181 EDWARD ST. 
B4824 
Far all requirements 
for Engineers, Sur-
veyors and Archir<*rts 
coon WATCHES, CLOCKS • 
AM) JEWELLERY ' 
FACELIFT FOR 
VICTORIA PARK 
VIC. PARK Refectory, the traditional Uni-
versity Social venue, 
lias undergone a com-
!• plete facelift at a cost 
of over £450. 
Tlie work was paid for by 
the Union assisted by a sub-
sidy of £200 from the Uni-
versity. 
Notable features Include the 
renewal of all rusty wire net-
ting, the provision of mason-
Ite walling and complete In-
ternal repainting. 
The Union has indicated to 
the; University that it will 
maintain Vlc. Park as a rea-
sonable Refectory and social 
centre until either it is re-
placed or a new Amenities 
Building Is provided. 
ADVERTISIN6-AND HENRY 
|i^ i|iKftn|^ ^^ ^^  
'TTHERE could for him, as he stood there, be little question of it. 
For our friend knew, as 
much by a certain Intangible 
vibration of the nasally im-
pinging atmosphere, a sensa-
tion In which mingled silence 
and light, hivested faintly, 
Indectably, almost overhal-
anclngly, with the suggestion 
of spiritually apprehensible 
airiness was no less a partici-
pant (If more tentative) than 
the aroma of heavy perfume 
as by a fleeting Impression of 
the facially Indecisive fea-
tures, that it could adniit of 
no doubt. 
Indeed, every movement of 
the eyelid, every wavering In 
the gentle wind of the 
lithe gleaming hair, every 
quiver of,the white upper-
arm flesh arid every parting 
of the finely turned lips over 
the polished, gradually grad-
Two colleges open 
Holiday 
lodging 
INURING (lhe coming long 
'-' vacation, interstate 
students will be able to ob-
tain accommodation in two 
o) Melbourne University's 
residential establishments. 
International House, the 
first of its kind in operation 
In Australia, will provide all 
meals except lunch on week 
days as well as providing all 
other necessaiy facilities. 
All information is available 
from the Warden at 241 Royal 
Parade, Parkville, N.2, Vic-
toria. 
Similarly, Medley Hall, at 
48 Drummond Street, Carlton, 
N.3, Victoria, where the War-
den can supply further de-
tails. 
Asian tour funds 
needed by May 
NEXT May, a delegation of 
students from India will be 
visiting Australia at the in-
vitation of N.U.A.U.S. 
The visit will be the other 
half of a mutual exchange of 
delegations begun when Aus-
tralia sent nine students to 
India during the last long 
vacation. 
Within the next few months 
funds win have to be raised 
for the Tour, so donations 
will be very welcome. They 
may be left at Union Offlce. 
HOLDMAC MOTORS 
Authorised Holden Dealers 
CORONATION DRIVE 
TOOWONG 
• j:0_M_PLETE_ AFTER SALES SERVXE 
• COMPREHENSIVE SPARE PARTS 
P.S.: Iloldnuic Imvc installed tlic latest and only Front End Align-
ment equipment in thc district. Phone 7 4192 for an appointment. 
HOLDMAC FOR HOLDEN 
. » . • , > ; 
lent, convex surfaces of the 
so perfectly synthetical as to 
be surely false teeth, every 
other slightest readjustment 
of the status quo which the 
figure occupied with such 
easy confidence seemed in 
some ineffable way to con-
firm the perhaps rather pre-
cipitous conjecture he made; 
he was facing a woman. 
Accordingly it was with a 
boldness before which any 
compensation fled as a child 
before an advancing bull-ape 
• FEW buf thc most | 
inner celebrants of the 
Jameiian cult know of 
Henry's enforced sallies 
into the commercial field 
after his unsuccess in fhe 
drama. For fhe first 
time, reprinting from the 
Police Gazeffe where if 
first appeared, fhls pro-
ducf of his advertising 
talent. . 
When the product ad- '\ 
verfised suffered a con- <! 
sequent sales lapse he was 
summarily fired. But the 
experience stood him in 
good stead and we note 
its influence particularly 
in 'The Ambassadors" p. 
364. 
' I 
'. 
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that he stepped forward, be-
ginning already with the ap-
parent inattention possible 
only to the skilled artist to 
fit words to his embryonic 
enquiry, tentatively shaping 
his hiward impulse to the 
conventionally sanctioned 
modes of oral communication. 
TTE would, then, Intiate 
-'^ his simple Importunity 
with the word "Madam," so 
relieved at his uncompromis-
ing decision that the possibil-
ity of the greater suitabil-
ity of "Sir" did not assault 
his tone even in the trans-
mitted form of a vocal 
tremor. 
"Madam," lie found him-
self saying, with the definite 
equality of syllabic accent 
that only folly or utter cer-
tainty can risk, "Do you have 
any Pall Mall cigarettes?" 
"No," she replied uncond-
itionally. But notwithstanding 
the rather negative signifi-
cation of the word, there 
was a suggestion, arising 
from a certain lingering 
resonance that seemed to 
play about the outlying ap-
proaches, the, as it were, 
spiritual termini of the 
DUCHESS DIGS 
IT-WHAT? 
—See P. 14. 
word, that remained to be 
said. 
And It was on the secure If 
indirect basis of a glimmer, of 
self - reorimhiation rather 
than of mere regret, in her 
left eye and a gathering to-
gether of the fingertips of the 
right hand as if hi consola-
tion each of the rest, that he 
discerned the non-univers-
ahlllty of her conclusive reply. 
She would imply that al-
though there were now no 
Pall Mall cigarettes on tlie 
shelf, it was by temporary 
need of replenishment rather 
than by customary and ob-
stinate refusal to stock tiie 
line, 
They were, after all. a 
seminal aspect of that state 
of mind which he (and pre-
sumably she) had come to 
regard, however polysyllabl-
cally, as Europe. 
DOOLGUNBUN -c.»M.fr,™p.8 
Morrissy said nothing and 
tried to sit down again. Bar-
liow shook him violently. As 
Barlow gripped him, a faint 
recollection stirred in Mor-
rlssy's memory. Something 
was strangely familiar—some-
thing that had happened be-
fore. He looked into Barlow's 
face and was stunned by his 
flash of recognition. "It was 
you," he gasped. With a sob 
embodying aU the anguish he 
had suffered, he struggled to 
free himself. Barlow felled 
him by a vicious blow across 
the face with a stick. "Didn't 
know you had so much go in 
you, Pop," tie grunted, kick-
ing Morrlssy's unconscious 
body. 
Barlow was alone In the 
night again. The roar of the 
wind through gorges grew 
louder, the night grew darker. 
The mournful cry of a dingo 
floated through the cold air, 
and a mopoke called above 
his head. Morrissy stirred 
and groaned. Barlow ran. He 
ran wildly through the trees 
where Hiliier was still watch-
ing, and waiting for him. 
The moon slid behind Dool-
gunbun. 
'JIISME :^ 
BY BRUCE WILSON 
W HEN Bryce Rhode, Jack Broekensha and Errol 
Buddie went to America a 
few years ago, they loere 
three little known AuMtralian 
jazz men. 
Since their return as three-
fifths of the Australian Jazz Quintet they have become 
among the best known jazz-
men In Australia. 
Many good Australian jazz-
men have felt this need to go 
overseas to increase their 
Australian prestige and to im-
prove their styles. 
One of the best ways, they 
found, was to get a job play-
ing on a ship sjiillng between 
Sydney and San Francisco. 
MANY Sydney musicians have tried this, and have 
spent some time playing on 
thc West Coast, and have 
come back with new Ideas. 
Tliese Ideas have combined 
with the more-or-less rough 
Australian style to give our jazz a sound of Its own, es-
pecially in the modern field. 
Sydney vibes player Pat 
Caplice, guitarist Jan Gold, 
sax-men Dave Rutledge and 
Don Burrows, have ail been to 
the States recently, and have 
improved their playing Im-
mensely through playing with 
well-known West Coast men. 
Uii as a itii 
O F course, about 10 years ago when Graham Bell 
was one of thc leaders In the 
traditional revival, he too 
learnt a lot from an overseas 
trip. 
It Is rather a pity that he 
didn't really use this new 
Knowledge, and that he started 
playing the trosh we hear 
from him now. 
The latest AustraUan to hit 
the States (and really hit 
them) is a young (19) Sydney 
singer named Diana Trask. 
They joined West 
Coast Gravy Boat 
Although the records she 
has made In the U.S.A. to date 
are definitely not jazz record-
higs. Diana is a really terrific jazz vocalist. 
Early this year slie was 
singing at jam sessions put 
on by the Don Burrows All-
Stars every Sunday night in 
Sydney. 
Her style even then was very 
individual, even though some 
DIANE TRASK . . . 
she'll come back 
Saraii Vaughan, some Ella and 
an indication of Diana's voice. 
Let's hope we get an LP 
maybe some Dakota Staton 
could be found in her. 
Her fii'st U.S.A. recording (for Roulette) is a big hit. 
This, of course,. Is nothing In 
Its favour, but. It does give 
of her with a good group be-
hind her so that she can 
I'eally show her talent. 
One thing is for sure, 
though. She'll come back to 
Australia infinitely more fam-
ous than when she left. 
YOU MAY or may nol have 
noticed an article in "The Courier-
Mail" recently giving the opinions 
of the conductor of the dech 
symphony orchcitra on jazz. 
In effect, he said that rock-
'n'-roll was not worth listen-
ing to let alone playing. 
But he said that jazz . . . . 
ah, that was a different 
matter. 
This sensible attitude by 
some musical men of letters (shared, most notably, by 
Leonard Bernstein) could well 
be noted by some of our local 
musical "giants." 
* * * 
Loveless 9 
'T'HIS is the last Issue of the 
•*• year. In the course of the 
year I have made many 
enemies, among whom rank 
Aid. Dean (A.LP., Sandgate), 
Dr. W. Lovelock (I think), 
some thh-d year medical stu-
dent and Paul Noskoff (a 
musician). 
But I am not satisfied with 
this. Next year I'll be back 
making lo ts more nice 
enemies. 
J "BE JTELL ADVISED \ 
[BYTHEM.L.C.MAN 
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The master plan 
of power 
CIRS,—Prospero asks /loui the 
*^ Q.L.P. intend) to go about 
acliieoing its ohjcctiife of becom-
ing first the official Opposition 
and then the CoOernmenl uf 
Queensland. 
As its name Implies, the 
Q.L.P. is a Labor Party and 
its objective is to become the 
only Labor Party in this 
State. 
i i 
ff 
SHAWL 
'BEAT 
THEM 
SIRS,—I read with in-terest the contribu-
tion of my f r i e n d , 
George Cook, to the dis-
cussion on Catholic 
Action and democracy. 
I would like to make It 
clear that I am strongly for 
co-operation with Catholics, 
organised or not, to oppose 
Communism. 
It Is my view th,Tt It was 
their zeal In the A.L.P. In-
dustrial Groups that matched 
and defeated Communist 
zeal, but it was the secrecy 
with which they shrouded 
their connections and apos-
tolic aims that enabled Dr. 
Evatt to expose and to rout 
them. 
IT seems to me that Mr. Cook is making the same 
mistake of lack of frankness 
in his assertion that Catholic 
Action and the ecclesiastical 
authorities, as distinct from 
the .general body of Catholic 
citizens, prefer con.stitutional 
democracy of all forms of 
government. He should have 
added "that exist at present". 
OBJECTIVE 
THE true position is that the Church and Catholic 
Action are committed to the 
Corporate State as an objec-
tive. 
This was made clear first 
by Pius XI in "Quadragesimo 
Anno" and repeated many 
times by Plus XII. 
BUT the Church regards it-self as having authority 
over the whole range of the 
natural law and endowed by 
God with the right to inter-
vene 111 politics, as in other 
temporal matters, to safe-
guard the moral law. 
The claim that the Church 
authorities prefer constitu-
tional democracy is based on 
Pius Xn's 1944 Christmas 
Allocution, but the late Pope 
made it clear that he wanted 
"a sound democracy, based on 
the immutable principles of 
the natural law and revealed 
truth." 
GUARDIAN 
AND, of course, the Church regards itself as the 
guardian of those principles. 
No, there can be no objec-
tion based on democratic 
grounds against Catholic 
Action or "action of Catho-
lics" groups using our demo-
cratic freedoms to achieve 
their objectives. Just as the 
socialists and other reforming 
groups do, but Australians 
have a right to know the 
true nature of their aims. 
TOM TRUMAN. 
Senior Lecturer in Polilical 
Science. 
Answers to Mr. 
Truman on P. 12 
Tills means winning tlie 
bulk of Labor voters away 
from the A.LP., and in this 
the Q.L.P. is well on the way. 
The AIi.P. vote fell from 
over 50% In 1955 to 29% at 
the State Election In 1957. 
At no election since has 
the AJL.P. exceeded 35%— 
Federal Election, Windsor, or 
Mulgrave By-elections. 
rpHE task of the Q i P . Is 
•*• therefore reduced to per-
suading non-socialists still 
voting for the A.LP. that it 
is what both Its Federal 
President and its Federal 
Parliamentary Leader say it 
now is, namely a Socialist 
Party. 
Queensland can have a true 
Labor Government again 
when all other Labor sup-
porters who are not A.L.P. 
Party members or socialists 
decide to join the 100,000 
Queenslanders who now vote 
Q.L.P. 
Should this happen over-
night the Q.L.P. would win 
the next election. 
M ANOTHER REPLY TO PROSPERO. 
For Prospero's information, 
Qi.P. Constitution and Rules 
I do not provide for the afil-
I nation of Trade Unions. 
1 As to Q.L.P. policy, this is 
broadly pre-lD57 Queensland 
A.L.P. policy without social-
ism and socialisation, and 
plus the specific provision 
that Q.L.P, members in Par-
liament shall not be subject 
to direction in their Parlia-
mentaiy duties by the Party 
Executive. 
These policies were, after 
all, the product of a Cabinet, 
all of whom, except one, 
joined the Qi.P. 
That QX.P. rural policy ap-
peals to countrymen Is 
shown by support for the 
pre-1957 Ai;.P. in country 
areas, based largely oh the 
orderly marketing legislation, 
and the fact that to-day six 
out of the eleven Q,LP. mem-
bers represent electorates 
which are largely rural areas. 
—A. G. CLARK. 
The ^ ^Wild Men of Sydney". - was it 
because it tvas 
To me, a non-Sydneysider, Sydney has always appeared to be a seething, boiling, com-
batant community — a city of crooks, saints, 
philosophers, and ratbags, a sprawling metro-
polis populated by a tribe of conspirators all fever-
ishly working to do something—to spread an idea, 
to alter the face of society, to make a swift quid. 
• CALIBAN 
examines an 
Australian's 
view of 
Australian 
Society. 
'^^•»*r####^#'»####^#. 
To argue whether this con-
spiratorial militancy is a 
"good thing" or a "bad thing" 
is an utterly unprofitable 
business. 
Like all traits, communal 
and individual, it shows Itself 
In many forms — some ad-
mirable, some veiy reprehen-
sible indeed. 
In "Wild Men of Sydney", 
Cyril Pearl is concerned with 
the reprehensible. The book 
is loosely strung together on 
the life and adventures of 
John Norton. 
Of the many scoundrels 
who flourished In nineteenth 
century Sydney, Norton was 
probably the most remarkable 
nnd successful of all. 
IMPUDENT 
As Pearl says. "Norton came 
to Sydney In 1884, a brilliant, 
impudent, radical, undersized 
English journalist in search of 
a job. When he died in 1916 
he had an income of £15,000 
a year." 
"He owned a chain of news-
papers and a mansion called 
St. Helena containing more 
than eighty statues and 
hundreds of .pictures and 
relics of Napoleon, with whom 
he had come to Identify him-
self." 
"He had been four times a 
, member of Parliament, and 
' tliree times an alderman. He 
had been publicly denounced 
many times as a thief, a 
blackmailer, a wife beater, 
and an ob.scene drunkard 
without ever refuting the 
charges; and he had been 
accused of killing his oldest 
friend in a drunken quarrel." 
WILDEST 
"Wild Men" i.s not a formal 
biograpliy of this remarkable 
figure. Such an undertaking 
would be impossible. But he 
is the wildest of all the wild 
men, and tlierefore the cen-
tral figure. 
In style and content, "Wild 
Men" is picaresque. The 
parallel which suggests itself 
immediately is Fielding's 
"Jonathan Wild the Great". 
9 9 
""^Life in the M*a§v: 
enter iaitBineMBt? 
AFTER reading Crazy Jane's reviews of this year's plays in the Intervarsity Drama 
Festival, it is difficult to avoid drawing the con-
clusion that she manifests at least some ten-
dencies of Uving up to the meaning of what one 
must, after all, presume to be a pseudonym. 
I refer, In the first instance, 
to her review of Melbourne's 
play. She says, and I a^ee 
with her, titiat it was a very 
polished and technically per-
fect production, very well 
done. 
She devotes almost the 
whole of the review to prov-
ing this point, in terms of 
superlatives. And yet, al the 
very end she says: "Beauti-
fully done, but was it worth 
doing?" . 
Now, I Jusi don'i get ihls! 
At the end of the Festival, 
the general consensus — boih 
local and interstate — was 
that, Judged from all angles, 
Melbourne's play was ihc besi 
and most successful. 
The trouble with Crazy 
Jane Is that her critical ap-
proach Is ridiculously one-
sided. Apparently as far as 
she Is concerned, the only play 
worth writing and produc-
ing Is one that has a "mess-
age"—a lamentable approach 
adopted by even more emin-
ent critics than Crazy Jane. 
For them, and for many 
members of ISie modern 
theatre's audience, a visit to 
the ihcatre must fulfill a very 
definite need: the play must 
deal with some aspect of "life 
in tbe raw". 
Crazy Jane i.s to be com-
mended for her diligent, 
marathon effort of reviewing 
all eight plays, bul Semper 
would have shown much more 
wisdom if it had asked iwo 
or ihree other critics lo share 
In the (ask. 
^h. GOLDBERGER. 
Like Fielding, Pearl is con-
cerned with a "great man" of 
the worst po-ssible kind; like 
Fielding, Pearl writes with a 
serious intention. 
He is not muck-raking for 
Its own sake. As Fielding 
used his story of a highway-
man to expose the corruptions 
of eighteenth century Eng-
land, so Pearl uses the life 
of Norton to expose some of 
the least attractive of Austra-
lian national characteristics. 
DISQUIET 
As he .says: "Corruption 
happens in every country. 
The disquieting thing about 
it in Australia . . . is that 
people do not feel very much 
about it when it is happen-
ing—and forget all about It 
soon after. 
"In England, a faint breath 
of suspicion will end a man's 
public life for ever. In Aus-
tralia, time and again, men in 
high places, exposed ns 
scoundrels, hnve continued to 
enjoy public office and 
esteem; there seems to be a 
sort of perverse hero-worship 
of the fellow who has flouted 
the law, exploited the com-
munity and 'got away with 
It'." 
"Perhaps It is significant 
that Ned Kelly is . . . 'our one 
folk hero' who-se career of 
horse-stealing, bank-robbeiy, 
and murder is now invested 
with an aura of chivalry and 
romance." 
The careers of Norton and 
of some of the other "Wild 
Men" are ample witnesses 
of (his moral blind spot. 
Pearl narrates their stories 
with a sort of zestful loath-
ing — dropping such relevant 
asides by the way as the re-
mark that one proven per-
jurer later became the first 
Labor Lord Mayor of Syd-
ney, and was described by W. 
M. Hughes as a man who had 
always used his powers of 
oratory and clear-thinking in 
the consummation of Austra-
lian ideals. 
Reviewers are fond of say-
ing tliat a book sliould bc 
made "prescribed reading". I 
have no hesitation in per-
petrating this cliche, and pre-
.scribing "Wild Men" as a 
book which should bc read by 
all Australians. 
A FASCIST 
You can read it as you 
would read a novel; or you 
can read it as a profound but 
intensely interesting com-
mentary on the darker side of 
our history; you can read it 
any way you like, but read 
il! 
The seeker after scabrous 
hot-stuff, however, .should not 
bother, it will not be worlh 
his while. 
"Wild Men" was .suppressed, 
not because it is immoral, but 
because it is intensely moral. 
It was suppressed nni 
because it Is untrue, bui be-
C.1USC it is inicnscly true. 
This story of a man who 
"was a Fascist when Mu.sso-
lini was a schoolboy" and of 
the society on which he 
preyed and which worshipped 
him for it is so moral nnd so 
true that an attempt at sup-
pression was inevitable — and 
inexcusable.—CALIBAN. 
TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES 
IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY 
When you are making that vital decision 
about your future career, you'll wanl to 
make sure that — above all else — your 
talent, your initiative and your drive arc 
given plenty of opportunity for full expres-
sion. And no field can offer a better 
guarantee of it than the Steel Industry. 
Consider its vast plants and widespread 
manufacturing activities, its huge construc-
tion projects, its large shipping fleet, ils 
Australia-wide sales organisalion, ils mas-
sive expansion programme which continu-
ally creates new opportunities at all levels. 
Wherever your interests lie — in engineer-
ing, metallurgy, chemistry, or in account-
ing, sales or other commercial careers — 
the industry's comprehensive training 
scheme will train you for responsible 
positions — and train you well. Because 
of its long experience in planning careers, 
thc Steel Industry can give you a thorough 
and personal training that ensures your 
full development. Excellent scholarships 
arc available for full time University 
courses. Leaving Certificate students and 
University undergraduates are invited to 
call or write for particulars to: The 
Manager, The B.H.P. Co. Ltd., 108 Creek 
St., Brisbane. 
STEs; 
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NO THREAT FROM 
CA THOLICS' 
POLITICAL Science lecturer T. C. Truman's article in 
Semper August 11 on Catholic Action and allied 
topics raises a number of points that require some clari-
fication. 
In it is 3 good deal of confusion between what is ttie 
official teaching of thc Catholic Church and what aic expres-
sions of opinion by an Individual Catholic. 
In tiic Catholic Church, 
the only persons who can 
speak authoritively on the 
teachings of the Church are 
thc bishops and the priests 
jf they have received a corn-
mission from the bishops to 
do so. The teachings of the 
bishops are not infallible ex-
cept when they come to-
gether in an Ecumenical 
Council. 
Tlie Pope, the Bishop of 
Rome, teaches with infallibil-
ity when he, as head of the 
Church on earth, makes a 
definite statement with re-
gard to some doctrinal sutf-
ject. 
Laymen can participate in 
tiie teaching authority of the 
bislioiM If they have been 
given a mandate to do so, but 
Instances of such a commis-
sion being given are un-
common. 
Mr. Truman quotes from a 
pamphlet written by D. G. M. 
Jackson of Melbourne pub-
lished by the CathoUc Truth 
Society. This pamphlet cer-
tainly would not contain offl-
cial Catholic teaching. 
Being published by the 
Catholic Truth society, I pre-
sume it has a Nihil Obstat and 
Imprimatur from the Bishop 
of the Melbourne Diocese. All 
articles written by members 
of the clergy cr published by 
ofHcial Catholic organisations 
must have these but all that 
means is that the book does 
not contain anything con-
trary to revealed Truth. 
The Aciion 
The next problem is what 
is the meaning of Catholic 
Action. Catholic Action is 
defined by Pius XI as a "par-
ticipation by the laity in the 
hierarchial apostolate." 
Now to come to the specific 
points raised by Mr. Truman. 
There are a number of 
aspects of the "Movement" 
contioversy that should be 
mentioned in the light of Mr. 
Truman's article. It would 
appear that in 1945 Mr. San-
tamarla was given a mandate 
by the Bishops of Australia to 
establish some form of 
organisation that would help 
to defeat Communism In tlie 
trade unions, 
Tlie mandate was "porten-
tious enough to allow him 
great authority, but vague 
enough to give him consider-
able freedom of movement, 
both in the Church and Aus-
tralian political life." The 
mandate was not a formal 
Catholic Action mandate, but 
it would appear that at this 
stage it did commit the hier-
archy to support, to some 
extent. Mr. Santamaria's ex-
cursions Into the political 
flelds. 
In the meantime, there was 
a good deal of rethinking in 
Catholic circles of the 
theological principles on 
which the "Movement" was 
based. 
»v»»»»»»v»»vv»»*v»»»»»»< • J W t L ^ * 1 1 * i * i^»»»v»w%^>»»»»»»»»»»»i 
SAYS 
Movement has no status 
T LIKE Mr. Santamaria's "Movement" 
•*• even less than does Mr. Truman, but I 
still cannot agree with his general con-
clusions as expressed in his article in 
Semper. 
Neither do I feel dis-
posed to withdraw a 
word of my comments 
on his original lecture 
as reported by J . M. 
Geraghty . 
To use the terms "Catholic 
Action" and "Catholic Social 
Movement" interchangeably 
Is both inaccurate and unfair. 
The Movement Is not, and 
never has been a movement 
of Catholic Action. 
If the Bishops thought 
that It was, then they were 
wrong and that Is all there 
is to it. 
Tlie Movement, as the 
"Catholic Worker" observed 
last month, has no more 
status In the Church than a 
Catholic Glnssblowers' Society, 
and probably less than a 
branch ol the Catholic Boy 
Scouts. 
WH A T does Mr. Truman lind so 
sinister about the passage.<i 
he quotes from the staie-
menis of the Hierarchy on 
Catholic Aclion. and from 
Pius Xl l ' s address to lhe 
Lay Apostolate Congress? 
Have not Catholic aca-
demics as much right to lec-
ture from their point of view 
as have secularist academics 
to lecture from theirs? 
Would Mr. Truman, acting 
In the name of democracy, 
debar Catholics from enter-
ing teaching? 
The starry-eyed ravhigs of 
Denys G. M. Jackson have 
nothing to do with the case 
at ail. Mr. Jackson Is a Catho-
lic Journalist, but has .no 
' . » ' ^  ' ' * 
more right to speak for the 
church than I have. 
T H A V E read his "Aus-
-*• Italian Dream", and 
consider that, as fiction, il 
is mere rubbish, and, as 
social theory, it is pernic-
..ious rubbish. 
.Since quotations are so 
fashionable, I shall conclude 
this brief note with one with 
which I am in entire agree-
ment, 
ft Is from a speech made by 
Allyn P. Robinson, an Ameri-
can Protestant clergyman, 
to the First Church and State 
Assembly of the New. York 
East Methodist Conference, 
June, 1958. 
"Whatever may be the road 
that will lead us to a sound 
separation [of Church and 
State] that will make freedom 
secure and at the same time 
allow religion to flourish and 
to strengthen our Institutions, 
antl-CatholIcism is certainly 
not that road. 
"Protestant hysteria can do 
more to destroy liberty than 
any departure from our tradi-
tional separation that exists 
or is projected. 
'GHETTO MINDS' 
"DOMAN Catholics in this country [America] have saf-
fered many of the discriminations meted ont to minority 
groups, often not so much because of their faith . . . as 
because of their later arrivals upon these shores, and they 
were amon; the dispossessed of their native lands, 
"The scars of this exper-
ience are not removed in a 
single generation 
This is the fifth 
in a Semper series 
of discussions on 
Catholicism in 
politics and Aus-
tralian life. 
In this article, by 
fourth year Medical 
student PETER 
PHELAN, points, 
made by Political 
Science lecturer 
Mr. T. C. Truman 
in a previous issue, 
are discussed. 
'It is true that objectively 
Catholics have won their way 
— but if the aggressiveness, 
the seeming aloofness or ex-
clusiveness offends us, what 
worse reaction on our part 
could there be than to deepen 
the hurt and add to these 
inevitable reactions an im-
posed sense of Inferiority or 
restraint. 
"Under attack. Catholic in-
stitutions might thrive, but 
the sph-itual grov/th and the 
freedom of all of us would be 
diminished. 
"Antl-democratlc Catholics 
like antl-democratlc non-
Catholics, can be cured only 
by more democracy, not by 
less. 
'To be sure, fear of the 
Roman CathoUc Church or 
stereotyped notions about the 
Church's position are not the 
only blocks to a co-operative 
approach. 
"Even though the self-
sufflclency and 'ghetto men-
tality' of many Catholics has 
met with increasing self-criti-
cism In recent years, much of 
the lack o( communication 
must be blamed upon Catho-
lics themselves." 
(Prom "A Protestant Looks 
at the Catholic "Threat' "— 
Catholic Mind, Nov.-Dec, 
1958.) 
Many theologians hold that 
the hierarchy would have no 
authority to instruct Mr. San-
tamarla to found an offlcial 
Catholic organisation to work 
In the political field as the 
"Movement" appears to have 
done. 
Thus they would not be In-
terested in Mr. Truman's 
gracious consent to allow the 
Church to achieve Its end by 
political means, because of Its 
very nature, the Church can-
not use such means. 
The Catholic Social Move-
ment, or as it now calls itself 
the National Civic Council, is 
not an cfficlal Catholic organ-
isation. 
In 1«67, there appeared In 
the "Advocate," the Mel-
bourne Diocesan Weekly, the 
following statement by Arch-
bishop Mannix, a staunch 
sunnorter of Santamarla: 
Mandaie ? 
"The Movement and 
similar bodies have no man-
date from the Bishops; these 
bodies are autonomous; they 
are free to work wherever 
there is need; they formu-
late their own constitutions 
and control their own 
activities; like all individual 
Catholics and Catholic As-
sociations, they are subject, 
of course, to the teaching 
authority of the Bishops in 
matters of faith and morals. 
"In the mundane matters 
in the industrial and political 
fight against Communism, 
they must take sole respon-
sibility and exercise it, of 
course, in justice and 
charity. God grant them 
success." 
Thus there must remain 
considerable doubt as to the 
degree to which the "Move-
ment" received offlcial sup-
port from the bishops in the 
early years of its activities. 
If the readers of your paper 
placed the same interpreta-
tion on the statements in the 
1947 Pastoral of the Austra-
lian Bishops and those made 
by Denys Jackson about the 
Catholic attitude to univer-
sity and Intellectual life as 
does Mr. Truman, it is hard 
to see that they could accept 
any Catholic into the uni-
versity at all. 
Man^s gooii 
But. the Catholic does not 
see intellectual life as some-
thing to be conquered and 
controlled and subjected to I 
the uses of the Church as Mr. 
Truman suggests. There ~ Is 
only one criterion for the 
Catholic — truth, and he Is 
completely free to seek truth I 
without limitation by the { 
Chturch. 
No Catholic can accept any-
thing that is contrary to re - ' 
vealed truth or the natural 
law — for example, denial of i 
the existence of God, free-
will, thc right of the indivi-
dual to free-existence. 
Even in the field of philo-
s o p h y , no 
Catholic has 
to accept the 
v a l i d i t y of 
S c h o l a s t l c 
( T homistlc) 
P h i losophy 
simply because 
t h e Church 
has adopted it 
as her offlcial 
p h i l o s o p h y 
since it best 
explains t h e 
revealed truths 
of theology. 
C a t h o l i c s 
have e v e r y 
right to desire 
the conversion 
of their fellow 
Australians be-
cause they believe they have 
the truths of everlasting life 
which are the most Important 
thing for man to have. They 
want to continue the work of 
Christ and the apostles. 
Church and 
the State — 
separate or 
together ? 
Number 5 
in our series 
mm mjmm 
The important thing to 
remember is that the Church 
itself is not against freedom 
of thought, but it cannot 
be responsible 
for the opin-
io n s a n d 
actions of its 
ind i v i d u a I 
members. 
Finally, Sir, 
I feel Mr. Tru-
man s h o u l d 
h a v e m e n -
tioned t h e 
context from 
which he took 
the quote of 
Pius XII. The 
Pope was talk-
ing about the 
situation i a 
Catholic Latin 
America where 
^ t h e r e is a 
' great shortage 
of priests and was suggesting 
three ways of overcoming 
this, one of which was to en-
courage exemplary Catholics 
to enter the teaching profes-
sion. 
SHEm 
CAREERS FOR 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENTISTS 
CHEMISTS 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
AUSTRALIA-UNITED KINGDOM-EUROPE 
opportunities exist for Interesting and 
worthwhile careers with The Shell 
Chemical Company both in Australia 
and Overseas in plant construction and 
plant operation and field development 
work. 
The Company is a leading world-wide 
organisation with equitable and pro-
gressive salary plan and attractive 
pension fund. 
Enquiries are Invited from students or 
graduates who may obtain further in-
formation by telephoning the Personnel 
Officer or by writing to The Manager, 
Shell Chemicar (Aust.) Pty. Ltd., P.O. 
Box 3 Broadway, Brisbane. 
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I • VALUE of Mr. Hadgrafl's look, says English lecturer, 
= SPENCEli ROUTH, is permanent. "This is crilicisnt in the modern 
E manner, terse, pithy, no icoffle . . . hut so constantly are ii'c injected 
I with fresh information in compact epigrammatic form, somelimts it'c 
I long (or the luxury of a more leisurely orotunditij , . ." 
Contrail 
the essence 
^ R. CECIL HADGRAFT has been my lecturer, my colleague, 
and my friend, and so it Is with considerable diffidence that I re-
view a book written by him. 
Perhaps it would be best to put the trcbly-to-be-
respected Mr. Cecil Hadgraft on one side, and simply 
write about Hadgraft and his book, QUEENSLAND 
AND ITS WRITERS. 
This is the sort of book 
which it would be very easy 
to blame for not being wliat 
It never sets out to be. 
It is the first significant 
book to be published on its 
s u b j e c t since Keilow's 
4 1 •" 
"Queensland Poets" in 1930, 
tend to be a full-blown liter-
ary history. 
Tlie very format proclaims 
the fact: with its soft cover 
and mere 120 pages the book 
is the illustrious cousin of a 
long line of Faculty Hand-
book.^ . 
BEiSTNIK 
QVER THE PAST tivo weeks something 
new has appeared in the teenager s world 
— the beast generation. 
In the Un>ettlies il Tvas the bein'ildereJ post-joar crowd 
all reading toilel-Tvalh and cross-indexing with Freud, in the 
'thirties they joined the foni)ard-lool(ing anti-flannel set, in 
thc 'forties they tvere busy failing medicals, now they're 
BEASTNIKS, 
They feel the BEAST in a Mendelssohn noc-
turne or an underdone hamburger. 
But most beastniks really graduate only when 
they pass the 17-19 age group and become morons. 
They agree wi th LONDON TIMES Religious 
Editor J ack Kerouac t h a t anyone except Harold 
Macmillan can become a beastnik, and "dig" things .y 
in a "crazy" (i.e. s tupid) way. 
LOUIS DU PANT is a typical' beastnik. 
Son of a domesticated Congo jungle dweller 
and an alcoholic Mongolian oil-heiress, he soon 
rebelled against the dull respectability of his 
home life. 
To Louis, his parents were zombies. "They 
bugged me, man", he explains. 
Louis felt uncomfortable, watching his 
father swing from tree to tree, and his 
mother ginking him over and saying, "Who'd 
have thought I'd have had ruddy twins?" 
"LIFE'S A DRAG" 
ipiNALLY Louis could stand it no 
longer. He left. "Still search-
ing, man, still searching." 
Louts trailed off into the night 
humming "Lead Kindly Light" with a 
be-bop vocal by "Babs," his "spiritual 
co-pilot" whom he hauled after him by ? 
the foot. i 
"Life's a drag, dad," she interpolated in a , , ; 
hoarse voice as the dust billowed about her 'V . ; 
bleeding and recedln|[ head. I ; , * 
I scanned the rest of the bar (milk). It t ' : ; ' . s^ -^ 
was crammed full wltli duflle-coated beast- 9 ' •* - •; 
nlks, the boys in stovepipe pants tapering ''^  
down to crepe souls, the girls In tight skirts A DELIGHTFULLY informal study 
tapering down to knobbly knees. ^f £j,u,', flu Pa^t 
"WHY" BIGGER THAN "HOW "-OR IS I P 
' P H E Beastniks arc often quite well-ediicated, coming from the m o s t G.P.S. families. 
The nearest group was discussing Jean Sibelius' influence on Little Richard. 
One mooted the opinion that Sibelius' style was too "Intel lectual ised," not| 
enough beast in it. That's where Mr. Richard really outdistanced htm 
i* QUEENSLAND ii 
; AND ITS W R I T E R S : 
;by Cecil Hadgraft,;; 
U. of Q. Press, 
Brisbane, 1959. 
(Price, 16/6) . ; ; 
too rigid an adherence to the • often (if he is willing to read 
weight-for-age scale). I between the lines) whether 
This book is a collection of I the journey is worth it. 
sketclies of the lives andl Hadgraft has grouped his 
works of a liundred of writers accordhig to the kind 
Queensland's writers, a hand-I of work they did (regional 
book whicii lakes each writer 
but even so il does not pre- •' and gives the main facts of 
his life as they affected his 
work, his works and their 
dates of publication, their 
subject matter and some of 
tlicir characteristics, together 
with a sample quotation or 
two. 
Tlie book is like a series of 
Tlie author's real intention maps wiiicli tell the future 
is revealed by a .sub-title, "lOO l literary historian or the gen 
novelists, novelists of the 
town, and .so on), He perhaps 
used this arrangement to em-
phasise the relationship of tlie 
writers to their environment 
(note his title, "Queensland 
and Its Writers"), but in fact 
it tends to give an impression 
of discontinuity, alnio-st of 
bitsiness. We can nee clearly 
where our literature has been, 
but not always liow it got 
Years—100 Authors" (perhaps [eral reader where to go, and there, or where it is going. 
^''Chronological plan couhl 
hare enhaMBcetl eretu more^* 
nPHE reader has to deduce most of thc lines of development for himself. Because of this I feci 
a more sttietly chronological plan of arrangement would have made the boolt even more 
valuable, without its brevity being sacrificed. 
One of Hadgraf t's most not- approach as the honest critic 
able abilities is the dexterity 
and economy with which he 
can suggest the qualities and 
the value of a writer without 
obtruding himself. In theory 
at least there is a tremendous 
diflerence between historical 
significance and absolute 
value In criticism. 
Hadgrftft's method of deal-
ing with this problem is an 
indirect one: he usually avoids 
commenting on it explicitly, 
but instead brings us to make 
tlie distinction by his skilful 
use of quotation. 
This is as sympathetic an 
'$>-
can adopt, to let the writer 
speak for himself: If the 
writer then stands self-con-
demned, he can hardly com-
plain of a packed jury. 
So Hadgraft might have 
written an elaborate dis-
cussion of tht problenis of 
devising an Australian 
poetic diction, 
The attempts of the early 
poets were laudable, and his-
torically of great significance; 
but for all that their failures 
were often dismal. Instead, 
ail he need do is to quote: 
The mopoke ID iti Imf, ,h»de 
TrUti Ut dtUtttd tay, 
Aw«kinic with ibe discord made 
The ileeplnr (od o( ixr. 
This approach does, of 
course, leave us at the mercy 
of the critic, because the 
selection of evidence is a 
notoriously risky process. 
But I think Hadgraf t's work 
would seldom prove mislead-
ing; he has obviously worked 
through the material for him-
self. Indeed, there is a ricli 
abundance of facts in the 
book, and the many com-
ments which reflect a personal 
knowledge of the writers 
themselves are particularly 
welcome. 
Just one example of ihcir serious outlook, ihat. These l(ids 
really worried about life in the twentieth century, 
tions from contemporarj' ex-
istentialism, both American 
and foreign, or maybe as cas-
ually search for bugs. 
T NOTICED that these 
All night long they may 
well sit over the one cup of 
coffee, sipping it in turns, and 
engaging In gospel discus-
sions. 
Shadrach and Abednego 
were the beastniks of the 
Hebrew days, they explahi. 
Unself-consclous, they will 
often break into long quota-
solemn - faced kids 
never smiled. "Why?" I kept 
asking myself, getting louder 
and louder, until I was event-
ually overheard by Lousa, a 
squat well-warted beastnik 
EMPLOYMENT AS DENTAL OFFICERS IN THE 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE 
• Immediate vacancies exist in the R.A.A.F. for 
dental officers. 
• Dental students who expect to graduate thi.s 
year (1959) may apply now without obligation. 
• For appointment to a commission in the 
R.A.A.F., briefly the conditions of service are 
as follows: 
Commencing salary £1,780 per year (single). 
Commencing salary £2,0G2 per year (married). 
Modern equipment and facilities available. 
Initial appointment short service commission. 
Generous gratuity provided. 
These positions offer status and conditions which 
would be well above average. 
Students who are interested in such an appoint-
ment should contact the University Squadron 
(phone 471013) day or night, or the R.A.A.F. 
Recruiting Officer ('phone 311031) without delay. 
This opportunity extends to all undergraduate 
:.-r . dental sludents, in parlicular those who expect 
to graduate in 1960 and 1961 are also urged 
lo consider this opportttnily very carefully. 
with round red eyes, green 
hair and a stubbly receding 
double chin. <They jokingly 
called her "Miss Universe".) 
"Yuh see pops," Lousa 
drawled nasally, "we're ail 
living in Bombsville. I mean 
WHY Is a bigger word tlian 
HOW—or am I -rrong?" 
Her voice began to rise. 
"But who ever told you 
more than HOW? Ha? Tell 
me that, Dad. we're sitting on 
a bomb, the WHOLE WORLD 
IS . . ." 
Lousa was shuddering all 
over, working her ears up and 
down emphatically. Sudden-
ly a large shaggy beastnik 
rose, shook, and floored her 
into composure, Anolher sat 
on her head. 
"Not a true beastnik gets 
carried away. Nervy. Nobody 
digs her, not even lierself 
We look nfter her." 
These words came from 
3ioreMnent variety 
itg dry tone^ style 
V^° W7E mighl wish for more: 1 should havc Ilketl, firstly, dis-
bar, W cusslons of dramatic wriUng, of bush balladry, and of 
the descriptive and historical journalism which has such 
close connections with some of cur lictional writing! secondly, 
more commentary on style, particularly for the prose writers, 
who could not easily be represented by quotation. 
I have said something of tlie 
"Words", a beastnik poet who 
was squatting on the 
writing poems. 
Not symbolic. Symbolism is 
frowned on among this 
fraternity as a vulgar bour-
geois bohemianism. 
T,.„..^.. ..„„ ,. . But the plan of the work 
« i i f h ! f / . ^ n ^ f ' ' " " " ^ «nd, even more, the harsh 
among their ranks. IreallUes of publishing econo-
And then, before you say mics have brouglit about the 
"slouch", THEY had evapor- j exclusion of these things. We 
ated. should be well content with 
But the SMELL remained. 1 what we have. 
Premeditated 
EXTR.\CTS from the ucw 
Beastnik novel "Queensland 
Forever," dedicated to thc 
1959 Semper editors . . . 
" . . . Por nights on end, he 
wandered without work, ex-
cept a brief spell as door-
keeper for a James Joyce Re-
vivalist Group meeting . . . 
'Brendan Behan coldly de-
nied ever having heard of 
Dylan Thomas . . . "Her legs 
began from her shoulders . . . 
"He must not desert his 
people In their hour of need 
Centenary Year was upon 
them . . . . . . . 
like why; ialTi like i ant 
llko betore I was born, way out, way out 
I had tho hip forever 
and when i got to being around 
i wai beat like never. 
ID there i was a vile child 
carrying my chip with a wiid style 
and going like crazy 
wltd as a daisy 
i dint 
llint 
myulf. 
I went way out, out like not In 
i stayed that way, roiled on rolled en 
Ilka to keep moving; 
out ol iho groove 
no point of destination, 
thc worid on Its hind legs bugs me hard 
(like I don't dig the cultured pearl) 
with a quixzleal paw to tht mange in itt u i i p 
but I slay way out and won't come in 
thc cultured pearl laughs at thc hermit crab 
but thc hermit crab doesn't care to know 
and doesn't bother to point lo Ihc dirt 
that first caused the cultured pearl to grow 
"creed", "colour", and "morals" 
are words used )n booki on the facli of life; 
destroyers of innocence 
causes of pcnttencc 
tha world's Krupps dig llkt craiy Ihclr p'otenttal for strife 
ilk* pass 'round tho machine guns 
more nuclear fission 
come bravo cultured pearls 
t ik* up your positions 
gel shiveo In your uniforms III, kill for your glory, 
like I'm not in that world. 
llko that's my whole slory. 
effect of Uie brevity of the 
book upon its subject matter; 
this brevity aiso has a notable 
eRecl upon the style. 
Hadgraft is a maker of vivid 
plirases — "the e u p e p t i c 
Chubb," "tear-jerkers full of 
breast-clutching agonies and 
happy endings." His writing is 
iilmost always controlled, its 
tone dry, .sometimes very dry; 
sometimes almost desiccated. 
But I am heing unfair. 
Though tiiere is this ten-
dency to an excessively re-
stricted style, within this 
discipline there is remark-
able rariety of movement. 
Though Hadgraft rarely for-
gets Keilow's chastening 
quotation, "The best in this 
kind arc but shadows," yet he 
writes with the genial sym-
pathy of the true critic, 
Sometimes he tends to talk 
down to his readers (". . . the 
short pointed poems we call 
epigrams"), but given a 
worthy subject he presente It 
to us without distortion; the 
brief tribute to Professor Rob-
msoii which concludes the 
oook is beautifully made. 
J • SHE was only a ! 
• second - hand furni-J 
I ture dealer's daughter, • 
I but she wouldn't allow! 
} much on a sofa. | 
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University Graduates 
BP Australia Limited will 
have vacancies in 1960 for 
Graduates In Arts, Com-
merce, and Law. 
Successful applicants will be 
fiiven a comprehensive training 
course to fit them for a career in 
the Oil Industry. 
Arrangements will be made to 
intervitnv thosc interested at the 
linivcrsitv. 
Enquiries may be directed to 
your student Counsellor, Dr. 
Thiele, or to the Staff Manager, 
243 Edward Street, Brisbane, 
telephone 31 0451. 
BP Australia Limited 
Inter-Varsity swims, water 
polo titles here in December 
BY A. DOWLING 
npHE annual Inter-Varsity Swimming and Water-Polo Championships 
this year are to be held in Brisb ane from December 14 to 17. 
Intensive 
ecture 
programme 
THIS year, the Uni-versity will have 
had its biggest pro-
gramme of public lec-
tures, the Vice-Chan-
cellor (Mr. Story) said. 
The number of eminent 
overseas ' lecturers visiting 
Brisbane was rising steadily. 
The University's country 
lecture programme is part of 
a drive to strengthen Its con-
tacts with country areas. It 
has been found that this 
brings mutual benefits. 
University staff get a bet-
ter understanding of local 
problems; and they are often 
able to give expert advice 
based on tlieir own researches. 
Members of the stafi mak-
ing these country tours also 
visit High Schools, meet local 
organizations such as Rotary 
Clubs, Youth Organizations, 
professional bodies and local 
governments, and they often 
give radio talks. 
But both Queensinnd and 
Sydney this year hope to 
topple Melbourne from their 
lauded throne. 
However, Melbourne, as 
usual, have a strong team , , , , . , 
with Ian McKenzic, their ing <for a change) If tliey 
captain, John Couroy. Vlc-: don't want to be left badly-
torian title-holder over all at swimming anyway. 
Water-polo, a terrific sport 
to watch, is not Queensland's 
strongest point, but we are 
keeping our fingers crossed. 
Queensiand women will 
have to do some hard train-
distances from 200 to 1500 
metres, and several others. 
Sydney also have an Im-
pressive line-up. including 
Olympic finalist John Hayres, 
and also Rod Carter. Their 
water-polo team is top rate, 
Top Stars 
Queensland is relying on 
international stars David 
Thiele and Peter Anderson, 
whose reputations speak for 
themselves. 
We are all hoping that 
other Queensland swimmers, 
such as Leo Williams and 
Peter Beal, will hit their top 
for the championship. 
The main carnival is on the 
Monday night at the Valley 
pool. 
Since the Queensland Ama-
teur Swimming Assoc. Is 
bringing up some Australian 
champs, to swim at the meet-
ing, some of Brisbane's best-
ever should be on. 
•^Si i l l f i f f lRl i l*CI^^ 
student! luky buy cUsiUlcd 
adverllslnt ipice at the r»te 
nf ;!d. « word, or 1/6 per sinde 
column Inch. l!ndtr Union 
rrcul*"""*' <lu(» ^n' societies 
m»r l)**^ tree odTtrllslnir 
ipaff. 
NEW.MAN Society held itl Annual Oeneril Meetlnf on SnndaT. KeDtenaber lAth. Committee mem-
beri (or IMO were elecled and 
Ihniie iuccessful were: Andrew 
Kikln (Med. Ill), President: John 
Andrews. Secretary with Denlse 
.Su1tlT»n <Arts II) as assistant; 
Bob l.llehew (Sc. Ill) Treasurer. 
St. [.ucia repreientitlvei 're: 
Bettf Harrln»ton (Arts II). Mar-
rarei Kelly (Arts I). Janice Dojrie (Arts I); Turboi Slreet representa-
tive. Bob Urllbronn lUent. I): lleis-
ton; Des Nasser; Georice Street, 
Kerry McMannus (Ent. '>! 
YeeronKpllly. John Lamberlh; Nell 
Morle* lArU I), Publicily 0«lcer: 
Kath 0'nono{hue. Book Fund 
Officer: .St. Leo's representative. 
B e r n a r d Vunlboho; Evenint 
Students' tlepresentatlTC. Jael' 
i.aracy; and Teachera' Tralnlnr 
Coltrice ItrpresentallTes are Delore 
Ryan and Franrrs Noonan, 
Newman Society Christmas 
Party. Saturday. I'Jlh December. 
St. I.uria Kelec.— AU welcowe. 
Sunday. ISlh December — A 
plrnlc! 
"()ST.—Vlc. Park al Soccer Club 
Social: 
BI.AfK RUEnE PURSE, 
WHITE GLOVES. 
Finder please contact 
It. Uawton, XA ;il.VJ. 
INTKUNATIONAL CLUB 
ANNUM. riF.NEKAI. MKF.TINC. 
nth SFrTEMBKR. IMS). 
Thr aernda Included chanites to 
the ronslllutlon and election ol 
offlee". 
ItMUlts of the election were;— 
Prrnldrnl, Bruce MarLennnn; 
VIrr Prrsldenls. Jenny Du BlasI, 
VIshal L^kitham; Seerelarv. Ron 
Stewart; Treasurer. Pala: St. Lucla 
Reni.. Vljrva Murujtasu. MarKarrnI 
Sluhhs Brown; lleriiton Kep.. 
Andrew Kakln. 
II ws^  nnanintoosly agreed Ihat 
a rllUISTMAS DANCE be held f,r\Y "n n.—i-K.r. WATCH TIIE 
NOTICK BOARDS! 
WANTED borrow for week-end filming after exams old dark 
blup Truck. 75008. 
BRITISH Council Scholarships lar the academic year I9GD-
61 nre announced (rom the Olflce 
of tli(* nrltlah Council In Bydncy. 
Applicants should bc graduates of 
Australian Universities preferably 
between the ases of 35 and 35. 
tlioUKh tippllcatlons from persona 
below this aite-group wtll be con-
sidered. The scholarships are 
available for sludy or research In 
tny field which can be pursued at 
a recognised place of high edu-
cation in the United Kingdom. 
Further Information may be ob-
. tained from thc Registrar ot any of 
the< Australian Unlversiltes. Appli-
cations must be lodged with tha 
( Registrar of the appllcant<k''-own 
I UnJvefslty, W FtHi,ji m\\ 9<}tflpfK. 
THE IRISH STUDIES PRIZES, IIWII 
(Established In 1953 and main-
tained by an annual grant of £25 
from the Queensland Irish Asso-
ciation) 
1. There are two prlies — a flrst 
prhe of £20 and a second 
prize of £5 awarded each year 
by the Btnalt Ior an essay on 
a subject connected with Irish 
Sludies. 
2. The prizes are open to all un-
dergraduates of the University 
of Queensland and to graduates 
of nol more than five years' 
standing. 
3. A choice of subjects as under Is 
available (or the prize to be 
awarded in 1960. 
(It The Pattern of Irish Econ-
nomlc Development since 
1946. 
(Ill Transport Problenis In Ire-
land Today. 
(Ull The role of expatriate Irish 
writers since the Celtic re-
naissance: Moore, Shaw, 
Wllde, Joyce and others, 
Uvl Proportional Representation 
and the Irish Political Sys-
tem. 
I Candidates should submit to 
the Registrar three 131 type-
written copies of the essay be-
lore the end of lltst term, 
1960. The essay should not be 
of more than approximately ten 
thousand words. 
i One copy of each prlie-wlnnlng 
essay will be given to the 
Queensland Irish Association 
and a candidate so desiring 
may have one copy ot the 
essay returned, 
5. A prize win not be awarded It 
In the opinion ot the ex-
aminers there Is no essay of 
sufTlclent merit lo warrant thc 
award of the prize. 
C. J. CONNELL, 
Keglslrar. 
EVANGELICAL UNION 
UQEO Executive The 1959.60 
Committee Is:— 
OPPORTUNITY for amateur photographer! Ifl m m Docu-
qulred. Film and lamps sup-
mentary of Women's College re-
quired. Further particulars from 
HILDA BROTHERTON (phoni 
38-2047); Hon. Secretary. Women's 
College Building Appeal. Box 
2094W, O.F.O., Brisbane. 
But our diverse divers, in-
cluding Pauline Triehn and 
Merril Martin, should do well. 
A big roll-up is expected. 
CROWNING 
CENTENARY 
YEAR, 1859 
princess Alexandra's 
favourite while 
reading Semper 
u 
m 
^ 
wz 
•fl B [ p 
S" 
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^ 
^ 
[ u 
^ ^ 
studenl Mirror, A.U.P.. COSEC reports. 
A T t h e entrance exams of the Columbia University a prospective 
• ^ 19-ve3r-old girl pupil was given the following question. 
"Where are elephants to be 
found?" 
The girl replied: "Elephants 
cannot be found because they 
are too big to get lost." 
She did not pass. Her 
parents took the case to court 
and the judge decided that 
the girl had given the only 
possible answer "to a stupid 
question." 
* * * 
QNE 
o ,PFICE-BEAREB8: 
President. Bill Cowan, Dlv. 11, 
King's College, St. Lucla; Women's 
vice-president, Judith Speare. 80C, 
Stud, I: St, Lucla Vice-president, 
Brian Lister, Dlv. I; Herston Vice-
president. Edward Tweddell, Med, 
I.; George Street Vice-president, 
Ross Hill, Eng. II; Secretary, John 
Brooks, Sc. Ill, 17, Colton Street, 
HIghgate Hill; Assistant Secretary, 
Helen C a r m l c h a e l , Arts-Soc, 
Stud. II; Treasurer, John 
Woolcock, Vet. Sc. II; Prayer Sec-
retary, Anne Thomas, Arts. I; Mis-
sionary Secretary. Ian Hlgglns, 
Dlv. II; Overseas Students' Secre-
tary. Joan Slocks. Kind. Tr. II; 
Publicity Offlccr, Anthony Alrcy, 
Arch. II. 
Inler-Varslly E<iaay Competition, 
I!)fl0: "How May BibUcal Principles 
be Applied hi Modern Social Con-
troversy?" 
IVF Conference, Melboarnr, Jan. 
.1 lo l:<: Speakers Include Mr. 
Edwin Judge, Lecturer in History, 
Universily of Sydney; Mr. William 
Anderson. Lecturer In Psychology. 
University of N.S.W,; Mr. Oswald 
Sanders, General Director of OMP, 
Singapore. For Information: 
Margaret Franklin, 3G4205. 
WANTED three people Interested share cost driving to Darwin 
end of exams. Ring 6-1843. 
President, 
B. Vunlbobo. Fiji (Agricul-
ture); V.-Presldcnt. U, Jachja, 
Indonesia (Englneerlnri; Secretary, 
T. Patel, FIJI iMedlclnei; Trea-
surer, M. C. Patel, Pljl (Com-
merce). Committee: Adbul Manan, 
Malaya (Accountancy): Miss J, 
Manuputty. Indonesia lArts); 
Alfredo Savcllano, Philippines 
(Oc. Theraphy); t. JeraJ, FIJI 
(Accountancy); S. Patel. Fiji 
(Optometry); Ass. Sec. 8. Leong, 
Hong Kong iMedlclne). 
Penfriends 
POUR Pakistan students 
have asked for Australian pen 
friends. They are: 
M01U> GHOLAM KABIB. Vlll. 
Nalno Rajarampur. P.O. Bajara-
mpur, DItlrlcl Rajsbahl, East Pakis-
tan. Aged lit. Educallon: Matrlco-
latlon. Hobbles: Keading Journals, 
bliiorleal books and ktampi col-
lectlni. 
S. M. MUZAFFARUI. IIAQUE, 
IHBf) P.I.B. Colony-1, Martin Road, 
Karachl-S. A»«d 11, Education: 
Student of 3rd yr. Architectural 
Enclneerine. Hobbles: Essay writ-
ins, slamva eallretlnie. 
MOHAMMED IQBAI, VOIIRA, 1 
Commercial Bld{.. nellails Streel, 
Karachl-I. Aied lit). Education: 
Matrkulate. Hobbles: Stamps ex-
chanKlnic, world evenls. 
IIAFEEZUR RAIIAMN. Bontalaw 
No. 28t/B, Vlcloria Rd.. Lahore, 
A(ed n . Educallon: Intermediate (Science). Hobbles: Crirkel, radio 
Ilslenlnt. itamps CDllectlnr. 
of the features about 
Monash University (Vic-
toria's second), will be the 
"Jangle" planted round Its 
perimeter to shut out vhat 
one of the architects has 
called "The suburban desert 
tbat surrounds It." 
SYDNEY V. 
THE REDS 
Negotiations for a swim-
ming contest between the 
universities of Sydney and 
Moscow are under way. 
This would take the form or 
a postal contest and would 
involve a contest of swimming 
times. 
Mr. Mike Dowsett of the 
University of Sydney Swim-
ming Club said he doubted If 
any forgery of swimming 
times would occur and as-
sured that both of the par-
ticipating parties would re-
gard the contest purely as a 
sporting event. 
A' BOUT 3.780,000 studenls a r e en-
rolled this fall in lhe 
universilies and colleges of 
thc U.S.A. 
ACCORDING to recently compiled results of a 
student competition for the 
building of athletic flelds and 
stadiums, Soviet students 
built seven stadiums, one 
gymnasium, and 70 athletic 
flelds last year. 
With this, the number of 
athletic flelds and other sport 
facilities for students In the 
Soviet Union Increased to 135. 
First prize In the competition 
was received by the students 
of the University of Tartu. 
They built a stadium with 
a soccer field, a 400-metre 
track, a grandstand for 5000 
spectators, and a two-storey 
building with rooms for dress-
ing, washing, recreation, and 
equipment. 
SOVIET students have been forced to take up "vol-
untary" work. One student 
refused to take up a posi-
tion in Karachstan, but did 
so "voluntarily" after learn-
ing that he and other 
students refusing' jobs In the 
town would not be ad-
mitted to their diploma 
examinations. 
After passint,' his examina-
tions, he was told he would 
receive the diploma docu-
ment by post only after a 
year of successful work. 
STUDENT Hostels Lists, al */-cnch, nnd International Student 
Identity Cards, at V- each, are 
now available al NOAUS ofnce. St. 
Lucla, Hostels, restaurants, and 
special student facilities of 27 
countries are detaUed In the List. 
More than JiO.OOO Cards have now 
been issued In 40 countries, 
CLOSING DATES FOB 
ENROLMENTS 1BC» 
Friday. IBth January: Sludents 
without supplementary or deferred 
examinations who are continuing In 
the same course of study. 
Friday, %»lb January: New 
sludents or those enrolling In a 
new course, 
Btudents sitting for supplemen-
tary or deferred degree or Malrlcu-
lalion Examinations must submit 
enrolment forms within three 
days of receipt of results. 
Overseas students enrolling for 
the first time In isso must lodge an 
"application for enrolment" form 
no later than 31st December, IBSS. 
Any student falUng to comply 
with these, renulallons' will be 
charned a, late tee of '£3,. 
•' • e . 3.--C0NKKLL, 1 
-,..,.-.V. .,w..i . , , .»t«J«ttar.\ 
Javelin champion selected 
as Hulbert bursary winner 
^TATE champion javelin thrower and 
Guerassimoff, 19, Agricultural 11, has 
1960 G. R. Hulbert bursary tvinner. 
The annual bursary ts 
worlh £25 plus a medallion, 
and Is awarded to first 
year male students from 
any faculty. 
Julius last year gained 
two distinctions, one credit, 
and two passes. 
He was a member of the 
University reserve grade 
team which won the 1958 
premiership, and also 
played.two A grade games. 
,','.La8tyeatvJaUu9-noix Uie' 
Javelin Throw and Discus 
Throw at the Freshers 
Titles, and in December, 
set a State record of 169ft. 
3 ins. for the junior javelin 
throw. 
A few weeks later, he 
won the State Open Jave-
lin Throw with 190rt. 71 
ins. 
He competed In the Aii3> 
trallan 'Athletics Cham* 
plonships In Hobart as_ a, 
y Queensland team member. '^ 
"' .'Jilllus won \plaice?, '^ ~' iii 
Johnsman, Julius 
been selected as the 
Inter-collcge and Univer-
sity swimming, and was 
awarded a St. John's Col-
lege sporting blue for. 1958. 
The bursary selection 
committee was: Sports 
Union president and hon-
orary secretary, the Regis-
trar, Mr. G. R. Hulbert, 
and the University Re-
creation Areas Committee 
chairman. 
Entry conditions specify 
{ihat. if ,no s^nli3b]|«-'csjfdi>t.^  
date^Is 'bothina'ted in any ' 
GUERASSIMOFF 
one year, the monies shall 
be paid Into the G. R. 
RnU)«rt fund, for-dlstribu-
^ tlon jn any yearj'In^whtcb 
^tWre'ls a'lle. "^ '^  
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Pagi 15 
FIFTH 
TEAM 
pRICKET CLUB 
v^ fielded a fifth side 
in this season's open-
ing round of Q.C.A. fix-
tures. 
The side, which hss become 
a second B Grade team, was 
made possible by tlie fact that 
No. 4 oval will come into use 
in tiie near future. 
However, tlie Club reports 
new faces are much needed. 
Practice sessions are held on 
Wednesdays at 4 pjn., and 
Saturdays at 10 ajn., botli at 
St. Lucia No. 1 oval. 
Reserve and A Grades had 
good starts to tlie .season. 
A jubilee edition of 
G a l m a h r a Magazine 
of the U. of Q. will be 
printed for Commeni. 
19G0. 
Intendins contributors, 
staff graduates and under-
graduates, nre aslced to 
begin submitting copy as 
soon as possible. Short 
stories, sketches, articles, 
poems, magazine features 
of other kinds are needed. 
They should be typed on 
one side only of foolscap 
size paper, double-spaced. 
Address them c/- Union 
Office, St. Lucia. 
D. O'NEILL 
(Editor, "Galmahra") 
A ABOVE, two players go 
y fy for a high mark during 
'^•^the B grade Australian 
Rules match with Yeronga, 
which gave University the 
premiership l a s t month. 
BELOW, two unshaven Yer-
onga players play with a 
' cute, new, collapsible '^^ 
f baby's rattle during a " ^ ^ 
t break. • 
Winners for 
7th year in 
succession 
UNIVERSITY Pennant Grade Badminton 
team finished the sea-
son as metropolitan 
p r e m i e r s for the 
s e V e n t h successive 
time. 
They carried off the Sinffle-
ton Shield, while the B 
Grade team won the Crew 
Cup in Inter-club fixtures 
for thc first time. 
The Pennant team had their 
most thrilling and closest' 
final yet, barely manasrinp 
to defeat the Elcons for the 
title. 
B Grade beat their final op-
position, again the Elcons, 
by 72 aces. 
Full Blues all inter-VarsI^ 
The women. . 
FULL BLUES 
BADMINTON CLUB 
L, Fcnlon: 1st sing^ Ics and 1st doubles in winning 
Intcr-Varsity team in 1959. Member of thc combined 
Universities team, 
J. Townscnd: Captain of thc winning Inter-Varsity 
team, 1939. Member of (he combined Univer.sities team. 
FENCING CLUB 
G. Johnson: 1959 Q.A.F.A. Junior Championship. Mem-
ber of Inter-Varslty and 'State Team, 1959. 
S0FTB.4LL CLUB 
S. Siannard: Inter-Varsity team 1958 and 1959. Uni-
versity team captain. Club President. 
J. McKenrie: Vice-Captain University team. Member 
of Inter-Varsity and Combined Universities tc.tm. 
A. Guslhart: Member of 1959 Inter-Varslty and Com-
bined Universities team. 
SWIMMING CLUB 
P. Cole: Inter-Varsity Diving Champion. Member of 
.Australian Universities team for New Zealand tour 1959 
HALF BLUES 
BASKETBALL CLUB: B. Thornley. 
HOCKEY CLUBr R. Pringle, E. Barry, P. 
Walpole, S. S tannard . 
SWIMMING CLUB: J. CLirk. 
SOFTBALL CLUB: R. Pringle. 
TABLE TENNIS: C. Nolan. 
Nairn star in second 18's 
tough premiership battle 
'^ IN a fast moving match in which the lead 
changed many times, University s taged a brilliant 
finish to overwhelm Yeronga 13-20-98 to 9-12-66 
in the 2nd 18 Premiership Grand Final. 
Varsity's winning break came from their opening up of 
the forwards, and clever playing to a man. 
is alwaqs betfer 
when bouqht from 
osWfiolfflores 
mm (^iumicAL ciNm 
Ammt ST. m ANZAC SQMK 
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The dominating player be-
hind this move was Univer-
sity Captain, Mal. Nairn. 
As both teams are to be 
promoted to A Grade next 
season tlie standard of play 
indicated that botii teams 
could sliake some of the A 
Grade clubs. 
Unlversltys line-up for the 
matcli was; B. Kunst, T. 
Burge. E. Gray, R. Cook, D. 
McCaffery, N. Henry, B. 
Burns, J. Cook, E. Shaw, J. 
Gresham, B. Gabbedy, J. Arm-
strong, P. Daly, M. Nairn, T. 
Crawford, B. East, J. Bishop. 
N. Roberts, with P. Gonnan 
19th, and P. Hollis 20th. 
At the end of the flrst 
quarter Varsity had a three 
goals lend, but Yeronga 
quickly used the wind to their 
advantage and by half-thne 
Varsity were only 4 points up. 
With Yeronga running with 
the wind in tlie last quarter 
it appeared tliat the lead may 
be iiisufflctent. But witli F. 
Gorman, playing loose in the 
backs, outstandhig, and an al-
most unbeaten chain In the 
fon\Tird5 Uirough B. Burns to 
J. Gresham to M. Nairn, Var-
sity took control of the match. 
This match was a personal 
triumph for Mal. Nairn who, 
besides kicking six goals and 
leading lils team to victory, 
received his medal for the 
Best and Fairest of the Second 
18 competition throughout the 
season. 
KeialUl Un'Tenttr Bluei ' d. 
Yeronis IS-iiO-Bfl to ««lt-M.. a „ | 
KIcken: Nairn «, lUberti t. Blikop 
1. Crawrerd I, Gabbedr t, Grciham 
For the 1959 Season 
• 'No person shall bc awarded a Blue unlets he has 
played regularly for the Constituent Club concerned in the 
highest grade of competition in whieh that Club it represented, 
and he has attained a standard of performance approaching that 
required for selection in a Sfttc team." 
Each year tho Committee of each Constituent Club 
appoints a Blues Nomination Committee to decide which of 
thc Club members will be nominated for Blues. In making 
ils recommendations a Nomination Commiltec shall take into 
account the player's sporting performance during the season, 
his character, and his attitude towards the Club concerned. 
These nominations then come before the Blues Committee, 
which consists of the President and Secretary of the Sporls 
Union, and two representatives nomin.ited by each Constituent 
Club. A quorum of a Blues Committee is two-thirds of ils 
membership. Recommendations of the Blues Commiltce are 
submitted to Council, And on the 23rd September, 1959, the 
Council of the University of Queensland Sports Union 
awarded the following Blues:— 
Internationals among them 
... And the Men 
FULL BLUES 
ATHLETICS CLUB 
M. Malouf: Ran in Intcr-Varsity 440 yds. in Perth for 
second place in 49.6 seconds. Finalist in Aust. 440 yds, 
championship In Hobart in March, 1959. Best time of 
48.3 seconds for 440 yds. 
J. Guera.ssimoff: State Junior Record Holder for 
Javelin with 190 fl. 7J inches. Member of tthe State learn 
in Hobart in March, 1959. Third plac« In Pertli Inter-
Varsity. 
BOAT CLUB 
J. Drewe: Winners of Intsr-Varsily, 1958-59. Brisbane 
District Champions, 1958-59. University Regattas, 1958-59. 
Club Treasurer, 1959. 
J. Ireland: Member of the above Crews. 
D. Purdy: Coxswain of the above Crews. Acting Sec-
retary, 1959. 
BOXING CLUB 
L. Potter: Capt. of Quccn.sland Inter-Varslty Boxing 
Team. Winner of Inter-Varsity Welterweight Champion-
ship, 1959. Secretary of tlie Queensland University Boxing 
Club". 
FENCING CLUB 
B. Parton: Sixth Australian Championships, 1959. 
State Foil Championsfliips Final, 1959. Inter-Varsity, 1957-
58-59. Member of the Queensland State Team, 1959. 
K. Vassclla: Intcr-Varsity, 1956-57-59. Member of 
State Team, 1959 {Foil, epee, sabre). Club Secretary. 1959. 
FOOTBALL CLUB 
D. Bcdgood: Australian Kcprcsentativc againsi tour-
ing British Lion-s. State Representative in all games. 
(Vice-Captain). 
J. Hamilton: Slate Representative on all Inter-State 
games. Played for State v. Brilis-h Lions. 
T. Lindcnmayer: Quccnsl.tnd representative in Bris-
bane and Sydney. Second year in A Grade, 
HOCKEY CLUB 
D, .McWaltcrs: Brisbane Colts' Vice-Captain, 1959. 
Brisbane Seniors. 1959. Queensland Seniors, 1959. 
D. Munt: Brisbnne Seniors, 1959. Auslralian Uni-
versilies Eleven, 1959. Queensland University Vice-Capt., 
1959. 
JUDO CLUB 
J. Noad: Inter-Varsity, 1958-59. Fighting as No. I and 
2. Queensland Lightweight and Queensland Open Cham-
pion, 1358, 
RIFLE CLUB 
J. McRobert; Club Captain. Inter-Varslty, 1957-8-9. 
Winner of Inter-Varsily Individual Aggregate Competi-
tion. 
SQUASH RACQUETS CLUB 
B. Kenway: University A Grade Team, 195D, Slate 
Team, 1959. Winner of Queensland Championships A 
Grade Plate Event. 
Dr, G. Shell: No. 3 player in State Team, 1956-7-8. 
University Club Captain. No. 2 In 195D State Open Cham-
pionships. 
SWIMMING CLUB 
P. Anderson: Member of 1959 Australian Universities 
tour of New Zealand, Established Inter-Domlnlon Record 
in 110 yds. Butterfly, 1958 and 1959 University Ail-Round 
Ctiampionship. 
HALF BLUES 
ATHLETICS CLUB; J. Walker, Alan Crawley. 
AUST, FOOTBALL: M. Nairn. 
BASEBALL: J. Jackson, S. M. McDonnell. 
CRICKET CLUB: I. Callinan, R. Grlce. 
FOOTBALL CLUB: D. Conners, R. Flnemore. 
GOLF CLUB: N. English, A. R. Peterstin. 
JUDO CLUB: B. L. Molloy, J. S. Rohl. 
RIFLE €LUB: A. Robinson, 
SOCCER CLUB: A. Nicolosi. 
SQUASH RACQUETS CLUB: M. Gallagher. 
TENNIS CLUB: J.Moore 
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The Changing Boredom of the Average Female. . 
A GIRL, we have long felt, assumes different poses for various types of University students. Here, we examine her conversa-
tions and thoughts with bores (and boors) from six faculties and departments. FIFTH AND LAST IN A SCRIES 
THE PHYS. ED.: "Ooh 
yes, demonstrate TIIAT 
one , . . er, are you SURE 
that's how they teach It to 
high schoot girls? . . . look, 
aren't the lights pretty — 
hey. cutUont — let's go 
down to Queen Street, I 
jusi LOVE mixing In wilh 
all (hose bright, happy 
faces In the theatre crowd." 
THINKS: "I hope he 
can't break a judo hold . ." 
THE ARTS JOHNNIE; 
". . . Well. I can't say I 
had. Elision in the fourth 
line of the Aeneid? Must 
look that up when I get 
home. The Red Period of 
Minet? . . . no, somehow I 
can't. . . . Yes. let's. One 
doesn't often get the 
chance to go thoroughly 
Into the Byzantine period. 
. . . Really? How does It go 
again?" 
THINKS: "If he quotes 
one more , . ." 
THE DENTIST: " . . . 
And what sort of fl'llng Do 
they nse for THAT one? 
Gold? — imagine that! 
Oh. no, it's not boring at 
all. gold just FASCIN-
ATES me. Thai back one 
, . . False! Fancy. I'd 
just love to come up some-
time and see your false 
teeth collection." 
THINKS: "Please, oh 
please, shut your big 
mouth, your plate's ratlin); 
into the soup." 
The 
Gorge 
Also 
Rises 
WHEN he shut his eyes, he could see them again. He could see them more easily it/u'ii he shul his eyes. 
You vkfould think you could see them better with your e y e s open-
But you could not. It w a s funny about that, he thought. 
So he laughed, then he 
remembered. 
"What the hell!" he said. 
Then he shut his eyes. When 
they were shut he waited for a 
while, then he saw them. 
They were characters In a 
novel. Jack and Jill. 
Jack was chopping up 
potatoes and handing the 
chopped-up potatoes to Jill. 
The way he did it was he'd 
chop up the potato first, tlien 
he'd hond it to Jill. 
HE would take the Icnlfe In his right hand. He had 
always been right-handed, he 
thought, even when he was at 
scliool. If he was ever at 
school. 
Then, using his other hand, 
the left one, he'd pick up a 
potato from the pile of 
potatoes that was on the 
table, 
The pile was In tbe middle 
of the table nnd every time he 
wanted to pick one up he'd 
have to lean over the edge ol 
the table till his stomach 
pressed against it. 
This did not hurt him. He 
was In good condition. 
Reaching accurately nnd 
well and brlngKig his hnnd 
down just nt the right 
moment, he got a potato. 
He held it in his left hand. 
He liked the feel of li, 
round and rough and cold and 
nice and potatoev. and the 
wny il left dirt in the lines of 
the palm. He liked that. too. 
When he wos flnished liking 
it. he'd hold the knife to the [ rounds to Jill with his hand, 
potato so that the sharg edge Jill would take good aim 
was against the skin. 
f*^.»j>^^^»^^^#^r#.<s»-#^#^^#»^^<*l 
l l 
I 
• POPPA, writing 
since a three-year-old in 
the same dependable 
style, is said to be learn-
ing a new and difficult 
word. 
f.****^^****^^^***^i 
Then he'd press the knife 
inwards and along at the same 
time, keeping an even pres-
sure and going round and 
round the potato taking off a 
strip of potalo-skln a quarter 
maybe a half Inch wide, 
measuring from side to side. 
"Peeling the potatoes," the 
Mexicatts called It. A good 
name, he thought 
W/'HEN he did this he would 
* ' pick up the goatskin of 
red wine, hold il up til) the 
spout was about seventeen and 
a half millimetres from his 
mouth and squirt It all over 
Jill's neck. 
Then he'd laugh and maybe 
she'd kick him in the guts. It 
was a great life. 
He'd re.st a while, looking 
out of the window carefully 
nnd cleanly, avoiding both 
sides and the window-sill, 
liolding tight nenlnst the pnln 
in his kicked guts. 
Then hp'd cut hard Into the 
(wtato from one side of It to 
thc other.tlU he had a number 
of rounds of potato. They 
were fine rounds. 
Then he'd hand the fine 
PEOPLE who live 
in glass h o u s e s 
shouldn't. 
* * * 
A woman's fashion Just 
revived In America Is the 
wealing Of ankle watches. 
The things women do for 
men. 
* ¥ * 
F A M I L I A R I T Y 
breeds attempt. 
* * * 
/VcurJ in a religious pro 
gramme: This tile tilon'l go on 
forei'er, brethren, a play-
ground of sins. One Jay Cod 
witl say "Time, gentlemen, 
'please I" . » . ' . 
and throw them at his face. 
Then he would slap her down 
"TF we Weren't In a Hemlng-
•* way novel, thls'd be sym-
bolJc," Jack said, using hi* 
lips with skill and efficiency 
"I suppose it would." 
"If we Weren't In a Heming-
way novel," 
"A Hemingway novel?" 
"Novel?" 
"But we are." Jill said. 
"We. are." Holding tight. 
speaking through clenched 
teeth. 
Outside the snow was fall-
ing, downwards and in flakes. 
Like snow. 
A ND they were murdering a 
^ big Swede with pernod 
bottles. 
In Mexico City, El Roderlgo 
del Hombres was falling also 
with the horn through his 
gullet and the noise of the 
tourists In his ears, Ole, Ole, 
Ole! 
Thanks, and 
goodbye .. 
. . AND that, for this 
year's Editors, Is that. 
To our writers (a sadly 
decimated band lately) we 
say: thank you, and good 
luck (and also to next year's 
editorial tcanii. 
To our letter-writers (thc 
most consistently prolific for 
years) we say. on behalf of 
the 1900 editors: thanks, and 
keep writing. 
And llnally. we express ap-
preciation of the fine work 
done by our printers. Many 
times, notably on the Com-
mem. Issue (traditionally run-
ning days behind schedule) 
they worked far harder and 
faster than could normally 
be expected, to assist us. 
Authorland by D. P. P. O'Neill 
nnd D. J, MnrAuUy, c/- D.Q.U.. 
University, at. LucU. Printed by 
Mirror ,New»tiape» timlted,' Cnr, 
oruainpiok tQd UcLAcliUn Streets. 
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THE GREASER; No 
thanks, you finish off 
the keg, I'll have a 
ginger ale. The can-
t i 1 e V e r principle? 
They'd need plenty of 
nuts and bolts to nut 
and b o l t t h a t , 
wouldn't they? No, I 
said a ginger ale . . . 
Stop it! No, it's get-
ting rather late to see 
the bridge gates at 
S o m e r s e t dam, I 
think. . . ." 
THINKS: "Oh, what 
I'd do with a ruddy 
pocket-sized girder. ." 
THE LAWYER: ". . . 
Just think, here's little 
ole mc, hardly realis-
ing that if the High 
Court were to reverse 
the decision in Hack-
royd V. Timms , . . 
Humber River Ferry 
case of 1340? . . . 
can't say I have. It 
seems a long time ago. 
. . . Oh no, dear mc, I 
wasn't undervaluing 
its modern applic-
ability." 
THINKS: "I wonder 
what I'd get for kick-
ing him in the kid-
neys?" 
THE MED.; "So 
that's what you're 
studying now — what 
a coincidence. My 
maternal relatives all 
died of that at 40. No 
thanks, I don't like 
absinthe. Get me a 
beer . . . the blood was 
all over the walls?— 
fancy." 
THINKS: 
he'd shut 
man at 
"I 
up, 
the 
wish 
that 
next 
tablels turning green 
. . . but I wonder 
what his people are 
worth?" 
ICIANZ offers 
progressive careers in 
the chemical industry 
ICIANZ, which is a large concern embracing a wide diversity of interests 
and manufacturing a great number of products, ofifers careers for 
graduates. There are openings for tcchnicjil graduates in Science and 
Engineering and for non-technical graduates in Arts, Law, Economics 
and Commerce. Career prospects and advancement opportunities are 
excellent in this rapidly growing Company. In addition, a number of 
overseas industrial scholarships to thc United Kingdom with ICI Divisions 
arc awarded annually to technical graduates. 
Particulars are obtainable from University Appoint ment Boards or direct 
from Personnel Department ICIANZ. 
Send for this Brochure 
If you would like a copy 
of this attractive brochure 
which contains details of 
technical careers avail, 
able with the Company 
and information on its 
organisation and manu-
facturing processes, write 
to 
Personnel Department 
ICIANZ 
ICI House 
1 Nicholson Street 
Melbourne, C.2 
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND LIMITED 
ICI1TS4 
•VTVC'il-Vi^O... 
